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WORD OF THANKS

The fourth annual international Pristina Summer University could not have been organised without
the support of numerous individuals and organisations. 
The University of Pristina and the Academic Training Association are most grateful for their indis-
pensable assistance and expert advice. Especially worth mentioning are:

• The Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs as donor of the project;
• The voluntary contribution of 37 international teaching staff, instructing the 33 intensive 

courses together with 30 UP professors;
• NGO Fractal, especially Mr. Filip Pavlovic, for securing travel visa and organising transportation 

for international students and for the recruitment of Serbian participants;
• RTK (Radio and TV Station Kosovo) for sponsoring the promotion of the PSU;
• Mr. Greg Callman from the Open Society Institute for his external evaluation of the programme;
• Dr. Martijn Meeter for interpreting student evaluation statistics;
• Professor Dr. Bardhyl Musai, Associate Professor and Executive Director of the Centre for 

Democratic Education in Tirana, Albania, for providing the sessions during the pre-training; 
• Dr. Oettel for providing funds to cover his travel expenses;
• Willemijn Verkoren for organising a large-scale book collection to be donated to the UP libraries;
• Haris Subasic for promoting the PSU in Bosnia and Herzegovina;
• The help of numerous volunteers.
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Internet: www.academictraining.org

UUNIVERSITY OF PPRISTINA
Office of International Relations
Mother Theresa Street
38000 Pristina, Kosovo
Phone: +.381.38.524751 / 526755
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Internet: www.uni-pr.edu

TEAMWORK IN THE “INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS” COURSE



Prof.  Dr.  Wolfgang  Benedek
Chairman, World University Service (WUS) Austria

Dr.  Daan  Everts
Head of the OSCE Taskforce of the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs;
Former Head of the OSCE Mission in Kosovo; 
Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary General for the United Nations, responsible for the
capacity-building component of the United Nations Interim Administrative Mission in Kosovo 

Prof.  Dr.  Hans  J.A.  van  Ginkel
United Nations Under-Secretary-General;
Rector, United Nations University, Tokyo

Justice  Richard  J.  Goldstone
Justice of the Constitutional Court of South Africa;
Former Chairperson of the Commission of Inquiry regarding Public Violence and Intimidation
“Goldstone Commission”;
Former Chief Prosecutor of the United Nations International Criminal Tribunals for the former
Yugoslavia and Rwanda;
Chairperson of the International Independent Inquiry on Kosovo

Prof.  Dr.  Tadeusz  Mazowiecki
Former Prime Minister of Poland;
Former Special Reporter to the United Nations over conflicts in the former Yugoslavia 

Prof.  Dr.  P.W.M.  de  Meijer
Former Rector of the University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Mr.  Ad  Melkert
Former Minister of Social Affairs and Employment of the Netherlands

Drs.  Jan  P.  Pronk  
Top United Nations Envoy in Sudan;
Former Netherlands Minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment;
Former Netherlands Minister of Development Cooperation; 
Professor, Institute of Social Studies, The Hague, the Netherlands

Dr.  Elisabeth  Rehn
Former United Nations Special Rapporteur for Human Rights in the Former Yugoslavia 

Mr.  Max  van  der  Stoel  
Former OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities;
Former Netherlands Minister for Foreign Affairs;
Netherlands Minister of State

Dr.  Carl  Tham
Swedish Ambassador to Germany;
Co-Chairperson of the International Independent Inquiry on Kosovo;
Former Secretary General of the Olof Palme International Center;
Former Minister of Education and Science of Sweden;
Former Director General of the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA)

Prof.  Drs.  Ed  van  Thijn
Member of Dutch Senate;
Professor, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands;
Former Major of the city of Amsterdam, the Netherlands;
Former Minister of the Interior, the Netherlands;
Former Co-ordinator for International Monitoring (CIM) in Bosnia-Herzegovina 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY &  MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS

For the fourth time consecutively, an annual Summer University has been held at the University of
Pristina (UP). This fourth session was even more successful than the three previous sessions and
was once again the largest summer university in Europe. 

The Pristina Summer University has proven to be an excellent tool to assist the University of Pristina
to meet the aims of the Bologna Declaration. It has catalysed and strengthened ongoing reform
processes. In this edition of the PSU, once again, ECTS and Quality Assurance measures have been
implemented across the board. All course certificates are recognised by the University of Pristina
and other (European) universities that use this system. Credits obtained at the PSU are thus fully
transferable. Extensive self-, and external evaluation of all aspects of the summer university has
been conducted, and all reports have been made public on our website. All recommendations con-
cluded from these evaluations will be implemented in the next edition of the Summer University.

Fourteen faculties and one educational NGO based at the UP drafted the curriculum of the Pristina
Summer University 2004 in a variety of disciplines. In the design of their respective course pro-
grammes, the departments assured a close fit between the summer courses and the regular aca-
demic curricula. Emphasis was placed on courses that are new and being introduced as part of the
ongoing reform process at the university. In addition to the courses, seven forums were organised
to foster interdepartmental discussion.

In total, more than 300 international professors from all over the world applied to teach in the pro-
gramme. Of these, 37 professors from 10 countries were selected. Together with 30 UP co-profes-
sors, they provided 33 intensive courses. Courses were instructed in a highly interactive manner.
For each course, literature was provided to all students. Nine courses featured an additional read-
er. 23 courses were taught in English of which 12 were translated into Albanian. Eight courses were
taught in Albanian only. An additional two courses were taught in German and in Italian respective-
ly, with translation in Albanian.  

The co-teaching component of the programme was executed again this year. Co-professors teach
together with international professors and are expected to teach similar courses on their own in the
future. Even though the formula proved to be relatively successful this year, it can still be improved. 

Yet again, great interest was shown in the programme by international students. A total of approx-
imately 4759 individuals from over 70 countries applied; including undergraduate and postgradu-
ate students, junior faculty, professionals and local (N)GO workers. 707 participants eventually took
part in the courses, of which 636 were awarded an official ECTS Summer University certificate.
These figures represent an increase of 10% in comparison with last year’s figures. 84 scholarship
students from outside Kosovo (mostly from SEE) participated. 41 international students attended
without a scholarship. 

The alarming events that took place in Kosovo in March 2004 clearly affected the project manage-
ment. The organisation experienced much difficulty in recruiting regional participants, especially
students from Serbia & Montenegro. Nonetheless, nine Serbian students participated in the Summer
University (as compared to 12 last year). They were treated in a friendly manner. Their participation
was widely hailed as an extremely positive development in the field of inter-ethnic relations. Kosovo
Serbian students, on the contrary, did not participate in the programme this year. Many of them
expressed serious interest to do so and sent in their applications. However, after the March events,
most of them lost their eagerness to join and eventually resigned. 

In analysing the student questionnaires of the PSU 2004, Dr. Martijn Meeter concludes that “[o]n the
whole, students rated the summer school positively. Most courses received overwhelmingly posi-
tive ratings, and although ratings were not improved relative to 2003, they were better than those
for the PSU 2002.” This outcome suggests that the quality of the summer courses are stabilizing
and consolidating at a more than satisfactory level. 

To stimulate informal contact between foreign and Kosovar professors and participants, various
social activities were organised, such as receptions, excursions, course lunches, parties and din-
ners. 

The conclusion of the external evaluator, Mr. Greg Callman, on the quality of the summer school
and its organisation reads as follows: “The Pristina Summer University 2004 was a successful event.
The great majority of individuals involved, whether visiting professors, co-professors, students, or



organisers expressed some form of personal development, whether academic, social, or profes-
sional.” 

As was successfully achieved in Tuzla, the Pristina Summer University project will be completely
transferred to the University of Pristina by January 2005. Various donors have already committed
funds to the coming three editions of the PSU, thus securing financial sustainability of the pro-
gramme.  Several measures were and are being taken to stimulate this process, such as intensive
training to all core Summer University staff and co-professors. Moreover, a detailed manual on the
preparation, implementation and evaluation of the PSU is being prepared, and the UP was explicit-
ly encouraged over time to institutionalise the project within its structures.

Fundraising prospects for the future PSU editions look promising. Various potential donors are cur-
rently reviewing the programme in order to decide on future funding. The Dutch Ministry of Foreign
Affairs is considering additional funding in order for ATA to retain a monitoring and advising role
in the programme. The University of Pristina itself has pledged to contribute part of the budget.
Also, the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology has agreed to fully cover dormitory
expenses for future editions of the PSU and provide additional general funding. 

Throughout this report, a few recommendations for the improvement of the various project com-
ponents are outlined. Some stand out: 

• Although the co-professor model was more successful than in 2003, it should be further 
improved;

• The Manual on the PSU should be completed as soon as possible and a training for UP staff on 
the basis of this manual should be organised;

• The University of Pristina and the Academic Training Association should sign a Memorandum of
Understanding, clearly outlining the responsibilities in future editions of the PSU. Whilst a full 
transfer is made in 2005, ATA will support the UP on a few selected key-issues. These are, inter
alia, the regional promotion of the project and IT management support;

• As soon as a new management is elected at the UP (elections were held in early October), ATA 
local staff should meet with ATA Amsterdam staff and this new management to plan for PSU 2005;

• Following the setbacks of March 2004, a more intensive regional promotion campaign will be 
necessary to ensure the participation of students from South Eastern Europe, with special 
attention for Kosovo Serbian participants;

• Local and international professors who have not participated sufficiently should not be invited 
again to participate in the programme.
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FOREWORD BY MR.  AD MELKERT

Dear Readers,

It may sound peculiar to start to talk about a “new Europe” yet again; just a few months after ten
new member states have transformed the European Union into a community of 25. It is the story of
the meeting of the minds in the first place that has shaped the Union into much more than the coal
and steel community it once was. Visiting, studying, learning and following up in political, econom-
ic, academic and cultural life: that is how human beings by their own efforts became able to over-
come centuries of state-dominated war and confrontation. And the meeting of the minds has not
yet reached its boundaries, be they conceptual or geographical.

That is why the Pristina Summer University essentially represents yet another step in the creation of
the new Europe in which the citizen’s choice prevails. This summer, Pristina assembled the intel-
lectual inspiration and pragmatic motivation of – again – scores of young people to overcome the
divides and to join hands in preparing the next stage of extending the open space in Europe where
values predominate and prejudices fade away.

The start of the procedure for Croatia’s accession into the EU underscores that meeting essential
standards of democracy and international justice paves the way for new economic perspectives. It
should, however, be recognized that all of this requires enormous efforts to overcome confronta-
tion, transform rigidities and anchor freedom of speech, of association and of enterprise into the
fundamentals of the new society that is under construction everywhere. It is here that I see the great
value that the students of this Summer University could add. 

History may be turning into the worst at times, but the future of history will always be in the hands
and the sense of new generations and therefore could be turned into the best. That is the signifi-
cance of the meeting of the minds that can decisively shape a new era. The meeting of the minds
that was the essence of the students’ endeavor during this Summer University, and will be the
essence of the future editions of the PSU. 

In that endeavor I wish you every success. 1

Yours sincerely,

Ad  Melkert
Former Minister of Social Affairs and 
Employment of the Netherlands

11 The complete text of the speech delivered by Mr. Melkert at the PSU 2004 Opening Ceremony can be found on page 46.
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PREFACE BY THE UNIVERSITY OF PRISTINA

Dear readers,

It is always a pleasure for me to talk about the Pristina Summer University.
For the fourth time, 700 students met, among them approximately 200 foreign students, and 33
local professors and the same number of international professors from 39 countries of the world,
with the same aim: to know and help each other, to know and improve our human and academic
life. Kosovo is becoming an example, from an isolated country to a place where people can meet,
know each other, build friendship, and build their own future, for the society they belong to and for
mankind.
This is a commitment by which our University tradition is valued and it is integrated into current
modern reality.

In the past years, we have paid special attention to the promotion of internationalization of our
University, aiming to increase the reputation of our education, science and university in the aca-
demic world. Thus, organizing this Summer University is a rare opportunity for the knowledge,
cooperation, and internationalization of our University.

The Summer University also helps the University of Pristina to achieve curricula objectives with
regard to the updating of existing courses.
The cooperation between co-professors and visiting professors is deepening more and more and
initiates joint projects. This University has proved quality in teaching and it has gained its reputa-
tion in the region.

I would like to use the opportunity to thank first of all ATA, The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Netherlands, and other donors for the help and support given to us in the past four years in organ-
izing this Summer University, as well as the PSU Committee, all professors, students, local and
international staff without whom this project would not have been successful.

This year, the University of Pristina and the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology have
pledged a part of the financing of the PSU. Pristina University will work again closely with its biggest
supporters in the PSU, ATA and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands, and other partners
and donors who will contribute to the financing of the PSU in the years to come.
Pristina University will take the task of organizing the next edition of the PSU seriously and with
pleasure after the transfer of this project to Pristina University and will continue with the same qual-
ity and comprehensive approach.

PhD.  Zejnel  Kelmendi  
Rector of Pristina University

Pristina, September 2004
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PREFACE BY THE ACADEMIC TRAINING ASSOCIATION

Dear Readers,

Yet again, the Pristina Summer University 2004 was implemented successfully and proved reward-
ing for all those involved in many different ways. This year, thirty-three intensive courses were
taught by thirty-seven international professors together with thirty University of Pristina faculty.
Again, a mix of students—more than seven hundred—from all over the world were brought togeth-
er to study academic topics and to learn from the experience and each other. Public forums on cur-
rent topics were organized and attended by diverse publics. The significant and diverse regional
participation in the project set an example for South East Europe.  

Looking back on the past four years, we can confidently state that the Pristina Summer University
has been a great success and has grown into a tradition at the University of Pristina and the region.
We sincerely hope that this tradition will continue to grow and prosper in the years to come. We
believe and know that the University of Pristina is now ready to fully implement the programme in
the future. 

Transfer of the project management from ATA to the University of Pristina is now almost complete.
Most importantly, the University of Pristina and the Ministry of Education and Science have pledged
to financially support the PSU by providing up to 50% of the funding requirements in the coming
three years. Additional international donors have already been identified. This is not to suggest,
however, that ATA’s cooperation with the University of Pristina and its involvement in the future
editions of the Pristina Summer University are therefore in their final phase. On the contrary, ATA
very much hopes to continue to work together and build the fruitful relationship that has come into
existence over the past years. ATA hopes to retain a supportive role in securing the future of the
project. 

Extensive self- and external evaluation of all aspects of the Summer University has taken place. All
reports have been made public on our website. Recommendations made in these evaluations have
been thoroughly communicated to the University of Pristina and will be implemented in the next
edition of the Summer University. It is expected that the PSU of 2005 will be a considerably small-
er summer school. This should give the UP the opportunity to grow into its new role as main
responsible for the project’s success. The main objective should be to sustain the project in the
years to come, even if in a smaller form, so that the University of Pristina and Kosovar society as a
whole can continue to reap the benefits from this dynamic and influential programme in the future.  

The coming year will be determining in terms of securing the future of the Pristina Summer
University as a recurring and distinctive event that will mark the progressive and internationally ori-
ented character of the University of Pristina, setting an example for the region at large. We wish the
University all the best of luck in this endeavour. 

On behalf of the ATA team,

Yannick  du  Pont Michel  Richter
Director ATA Co-Director ATA

Amsterdam, September 2004
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INTRODUCTION

The first International Kosovo Summer University was organised in the summer of 2001 and fund-
ed by the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Open Society Institute (OSI). The European
University Association (EUA) and the World University Service (WUS) contributed as well.

The first edition of the Summer University was a great success and laid a solid foundation for the
years to come. It was rated positively in external evaluations, and turned out to be the largest
Summer University in Europe. As a result, the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs awarded the
project full funding, enabling three more sessions of the Summer University to be organised in
2002, 2003, and 2004. In 2002, the UP renamed the Summer University to Pristina Summer
University (PSU). The UP intends to organise the fifth and later sessions without substantial involve-
ment from ATA. 

In the months preceding the fourth PSU, an additional activity was organised at the University of
Pristina on the request of the Netherlands Office in Pristina. The University of Pristina, together with
ATA and the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES), organised a “Europe Day” open lecture day in May 2004.
The main theme was the economic integration of Kosovo into the European Union with an empha-
sis on regional economic cooperation and development. This event comprised five workshops, a
lecture programme and plenary programme as well as various social events. It was attended by 500
students, professors, politicians, diplomats and experts from Kosovo, the region (Albania, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia & Montenegro) and the European Union. As such, Europe Day was the
first regional inter-ethnic high profile public event after the violent events of March 2004. For more
information on this event, please refer to page 49.

This year’s Summer University involved fourteen university departments and one educational NGO
(Kosovo Education Center) based at the UP. The PSU offered 33 intensive academic courses cover-
ing a wide range of academic disciplines—social, technical, and physical sciences, but also arts and
physical education. Each course was attended by approximately 19 participants. Over 300 interna-
tional professors applied to teach at the PSU, of which 37 were eventually selected to teach cours-
es on a wide range of topics, closely linked to current UP curricula. 

International experts and co-professors worked and taught together during the course period of
three weeks. Each visiting professor was appointed a UP counterpart. This counterpart can pass on
the knowledge and skills obtained during PSU to his or her students at the UP during the regular
academic year. 

4759 students applied to study at the PSU. 707 students from over 35 countries participated: 582
from Kosovo, 84 participants from the SEE region, as well as 41 students from all over the world.
636 participants passed their final examination and received an official ECTS rated Pristina Summer
University Certificate (4 ECTS on average).

In Kosovo, improvement of the education system, including the UP, constitutes an integral part of
the regional reconstruction that is necessary for processes of reconciliation and peace building to
proceed. The Summer University made considerable headway in dealing with the improvement of
university education in Pristina. Up-to-date knowledge and skills were passed on and new teach-
ing methods introduced. Bringing together students and academics from the region and around the
world in interactive sessions helped foster personal contacts and stimulated academic cooperation
across borders. These new contacts and initiatives are expected to be important in stimulating the
continued improvement of curricula. In a wider context, the project will prove valuable with regards
to initiating and encouraging reconciliation and cooperation between academic and other commu-
nities in the region. 

The target group consisted of (senior) students, as well as young and senior staff from both the UP
and other universities in the region. In addition, the programme was open to UP administration and
management staff, professionals, engineers, administrators, NGO workers and academics from
abroad. Young staff members, although small in number at the UP, were given priority in the selec-
tion of participants and co-professors for the courses.

The courses and the general project have been carefully evaluated. At the end of each course, stu-
dents were presented with two evaluation forms in multiple-choice format. The first form con-
cerned the quality of the course, the second the quality of the organisation and the facilities. 516
students completed these forms, which were prepared by ATA together with Elion/SCO-Kohnstamm
Institute at the University of Amsterdam. The forms, available in both English and Albanian, were
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the same as used in last year’s edition of the PSU. The student evaluation shows that “[o]verall, stu-
dents were very satisfied with the courses. The mean of the satisfaction index is 4.56, indicating
that a majority of students rated the class on many items with the most positive scale point, 5.
There were very few unsatisfied students, with a mean score below the “neutral” rating of 3.” 

Moreover, Mr. Greg Callman, consultant to the Open Society Institute, performed a thorough exter-
nal evaluation of the 2004 Pristina Summer University. Between July 23 and July 30 he visited
Pristina. During this time period, he observed the functioning of the Pristina Summer University. He
attended ten courses, one forum, one excursion, and several other extracurricular activities includ-
ing a soccer tournament and a choir performance. He conducted formal interviews with members
of the ATA staff, visiting and local professors, logistics officers, translators, and students.
Additionally, he was involved in many informal interviews and discussions. Greg Callman’s conclu-
sion on the quality of the organisation is as follows: “In general, the PSU 2004 was running smooth-
ly. (…) Professors and students felt that the program was well organized.”

Additionally, ATA performed a self-evaluation of the programme. During the Summer University,
mid-term individual evaluation meetings of about one hour each were held with all visiting profes-
sors. Furthermore, visiting professors and co-professors filled out evaluation questionnaires. The
results of the questionnaires largely correspond with those of the students’ evaluation forms and
the external evaluation by Mr. Callman. In November, all results will be discussed among represen-
tatives of all faculties, the Rector’s office and the core project staff. The results have been reflect-
ed in this report, which is distributed in Albanian and English at the University of Pristina. 
The following four sections of this chapter describe the PSU 2004 programme in all its aspects. The
first two sections will discuss the arrangements made for professors and students. The third sec-
tion presents summaries of all the courses that were taught and the forums that were organised.
Subsequently, you will find an overview of the social component of the programme, another essen-
tial ingredient of the PSU. Finally, the last section will describe the transfer of the project to the
University of Pristina.
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PROFESSORS

PPRREEPPAARRAATTIIOONN OOFF TTHHEE CCOOUURRSSEE PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE

In the design of their respective course programmes, the departments in Pristina attempted to
assure a close fit between the summer courses and their regular academic curricula and research
agendas. In general, most faculties submitted course suggestions well on time. These course sug-
gestions were advertised on the ATA website, where international professors could apply online,
providing a CV and a course proposal matching one of the course suggestions. The course pro-
gramme was finalised in March 2004. A programme brochure was published at that time, contain-
ing 35 courses. The programme was also posted in English and Albanian on the ATA and UP web-
site, where students could apply. Unfortunately, the selection of visiting professors was consider-
ably hindered by the March events. Eventually, only two professors cancelled their participation due
to security concerns.  

VVIISSIITTIINNGG PPRROOFFEESSSSOORRSS

The recruitment process for visiting professors was automated via the website, where professors
could fill in an application form and upload their curriculum vitae. All information was collected in
the online database and presented by ATA to the PSU Committee. After approval of the Committee,
the course proposals were presented to the deans of the relevant UP faculties. The deans, in turn,
prioritised those course proposals that they deemed most relevant to their respective faculties. On
the basis of this prioritisation, the PSU Committee eventually made the final selection. In doing so,
the Committee paid particular attention to the quality of the course proposals and visiting profes-
sors, the relevance of the course in terms of the existing curriculum at the university at present,
and to potential overlap between different courses. The selection process was finalised by the
Committee at the end of February. 
This year, the visiting professors were academics from Western Europe, Albania, Turkey, the U.S.A.,
Canada, and Australia. Five professors had a Kosovar-Albanian background but are currently work-
ing abroad. As the UP aims to strengthen its academic cooperation with Albanian universities, guest
professors from Albania were seen as an asset by many UP staff. Fourteen professors who taught
at the PSU 2003 were again selected to teach at the PSU 2004. These professors taught an updat-
ed or upgraded version of the course they taught the previous summer. 

MMAANNUUAALL FFOORR VVIISSIITTIINNGG PPRROOFFEESSSSOORRSS

In order to inform applying teaching faculty, a detailed information booklet was updated for the PSU
2004. The application forms were linked to this manual, guiding applying faculty through the appli-
cation procedure and providing detailed information about various aspects of the project. 
Before arriving in Pristina, all visiting professors received a pre-arrival information package, con-
taining more information on the (academic) programme as well as a listing of students selected for
their course. Moreover, upon arrival in Pristina, all received a welcome package. This contained the
course schedules, recreational programme, practical information, rules and regulations, etc. Most
relevant issues, e.g. security situation, accommodation and travel, teaching facilities, developments
regarding co-professors, were thus communicated at least three times to visiting professors.
Welcome packages were also provided to co-professors, guests, journalists and all participating
students.
Manuals were also prepared for the (vice-) Deans and other prominent members of UP faculties in
2004. These information packs were translated into Albanian.

FFIINNAANNCCEESS AANNDD AACCCCOOMMMMOODDAATTIIOONN

All international academics that participated in the PSU 2004 did so on a voluntary basis. They
received no financial support other than travel reimbursement, a per diem of 15 Euro per teaching
day, and free accommodation. They were also provided with vouchers to use at the laundry service
and were offered fixed reimbursements for incurred costs due to transportation and use of Internet
facilities.

Private accommodation for visiting professors was arranged in Pristina. The quality of accommoda-
tion was modest but sufficient, and each of the rented houses was equipped with a mobile phone. 
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CCOO-PPRROOFFEESSSSOORRSS

Each visiting professor was matched with a local co-professor, with the exception of course 1, 4,
10, and 13. For two courses, number 17 and 30, two co-professors were assigned. Ideally, the role
of the co-professor in the project is to pass on the academic knowledge and new skills obtained
during PSU to his or her students at the UP by teaching a similar course in the future. This way, an
optimal transfer of knowledge and expertise is promoted. The role of the co-professor is academ-
ic, i.e. to assist with the design of the course, to provide lectures, to lead discussions, to organise
field-work, to assist with student examination, etc.
All co-professors were regular UP academic staff and were officially appointed by the respective
Deans. As recommended last year, the PSU Committee did take a more prominent role in the final
selection of co-professors. After having been appointed, ATA informed the co-professors. At the
pre-training session in Ohrid they were provided with detailed written and verbal instructions on
their role during the PSU. In order to prepare them for their roles during summer, to optimise moti-
vation and to avoid any misunderstanding regarding expected duties, they were required to attend
the pre-training in Ohrid in June, where more than half of them participated.

Like last year, not all co-professors fitted the description given of the target group (young, English-
speaking, and having an explicit interest in the study area concerned). Previous PSU editions made
clear that simply too few co-professors meeting these requirements might be available during sum-
mer. However, this year, language problems did not seem to be as much of an obstacle between
the visiting professors and the co-professors or for the co-professors’ participation in class.
Indeed, most of the co-professors made a serious effort to deliver a high quality course. This hints
at the fact that the greater responsibility taken by the Committee with regard to the co-professor
selection clearly had a positive outcome. The external evaluator states that: “in several cases it was
apparent that the visiting professor had a profound, positive effect upon the skills and motivation
of the respective co-professor. (…) However, several co-professors demonstrated leadership as
well, for example by organising factory visits or interviews with local leaders. Thus, several rela-
tionships reflected the ideal visiting professor—co-professor collaboration, where responsibilities
were shared in a complimentary manner and where valuable skills were transferred to young, local
staff. (…) However, there were also several cases in which the co-professor was involved very little,
if at all. With regard to [this] (…), the selection of individuals [as co-professors] who do not pos-
sess a genuine commitment to the program deprives the visiting professor, students, and the
would-be co-professor from a valuable experience.” The results of the evaluation questionnaires
filled out by visiting professors show that in those cases where the co-professor did contribute sub-
stantially, his/her academic contributions were highly appreciated by both visiting professor and
students. Not surprisingly, cooperation was generally better in cases where the visiting professor
and co-professor knew each other already from previous occasions or had worked together before.
Additionally, in many cases, co-professors and visiting professors indicated to consolidate their
relationship and continue working together after the PSU, e.g. by drafting joint project proposals,
joint research projects, joint participation in conferences, co-authorships, and future co-teaching
plans. 

Detailed results of the students’ evaluations and the external evaluation are available on the ATA
website.

LLOOGGIISSTTIICCSS OOFFFFIICCEERRSS

Eighteen logistics officers were recruited in early June to facilitate the 33 courses. All were provid-
ed with detailed written and verbal instructions regarding their duties. Sixteen of them participat-
ed in the June pre-PSU 2004 training programme. 
During the PSU they were responsible for two courses each, focussing on logistical course-related
matters as well as the stay of the international professors. One logistics officer worked from the
central PSU office only and dealt with the distribution of teaching equipment and reading materials
and the maintenance of attendance records. Logistics officers were not allowed to simultaneously
attend a course, as this has proven to be too intensive during PSU 2002. The logistics officers were
a valuable source of information on problems that needed the attention of the central office. Almost
without exception, professors were content with the role of their logistics officer. However, accord-
ing to Mr. Greg Callman, “the work of the logistics officers was sometimes disruptive, for example
when the officer took attendance or made an announcement after class had begun.” Therefore, it
might be useful to better instruct logistics officers about when and how to execute their responsi-
bilities without disrupting the class.
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RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONNSS::
• Information with regard to co-teaching opportunities should be distributed to the deans of each

faculty in a timely manner;
• International and local professors who have not participated sufficiently should not be invited 

again in the programme;
• The PSU Committee should maintain its strong role in approving and monitoring the course pro

gramme and selecting the co-professors;
• Increased communication between professors and logistics officers should be encouraged in 

order to avoid class disruptions. 

CLASS PICTURE “INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW”
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PARTICIPANTS

4759 persons from 70 countries applied to study at the PSU. Most of those were students. However,
junior faculty, professionals and local (N)GO workers also took part. Of all applications received, a
total of 1288 students were offered a place in the PSU. Students were required to sign a contract
and send it to the PSU office. In total 881 contracts were signed. In the end, 707 students did indeed
participate and 636 of them finished their course successfully and received a certificate and cred-
it. 125 students came from outside Kosovo (35 different countries). At the conclusion of each
course, students were asked to fill out forms evaluating the quality of the course they attended, as
well as the organisation and recreational programme (516 did so). The results of these question-
naires have been used to write this report. 

PPRROOMMOOTTIIOONN

The PSU 2004 was promoted both in Kosovo and abroad. Internationally, strong emphasis was
placed on the recruitment of participants from South-Eastern Europe. 

Two versions of the programme brochure were developed. This year, only the Albanian brochure
was printed. The English version was posted on the ATA website as most international students
learn about the PSU project via the Internet to begin with. 4000 Albanian brochures were printed
for UP students. Additionally, 1000 posters and 8000 flyers in Albanian, as well as 1000 posters
and 6000 flyers in English were distributed. The brochure contained descriptions of 35 courses,
practical information on Kosovo and information on the application procedure as well as on schol-
arships. The Albanian materials were distributed at faculty buildings, the Rectorate, student dormi-
tories, cafes, UNMIK, and NGO offices.

All universities in countries for which scholarships were available, were contacted by email and/or
fax and asked if they would like to receive promotional materials on the Summer University. English
brochures and posters were sent to all universities in South East Europe (all offices for internation-
al relations of all Balkan Universities) as well as to former PSU participants from Croatia, Serbia,
Bosnia, Macedonia and Montenegro.

The methods of promoting the PSU very much differed for Kosovo and internationally. Whereas in
Kosovo radio, TV as well as the paper distribution of posters, flyers and brochures was crucial,
internationally mainly Internet was used as a fast, reliable and cheap promotional tool. In fact, this
year non-UP students could apply via the Internet only. On the ATA website a special section on the
PSU was developed in both English and Albanian.

Like last year, the head of the International Relations Office, Dr. Hajredin Kuçi, PSU Coordinator, was
appointed main press-spokesperson. The head of the PSU Office, Valentina Gashi, and assistant
ATA Representative, Guri Shkodra, were also actively involved in the promotion of the project in the
media. Promotion was achieved through free publicity, such as interviews on the main TV stations,
newspapers and radio stations.  The largest TV station in Kosovo, RTK, agreed to regularly air a 30-
second PSU commercial, free of charge.

A special, intensive promotion campaign was designed for Bosnia, Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro, and
Macedonia, in order to increase the number of applications from these territories. In Bosnia, former
Bosnian PSU volunteers visited Mostar, Sarajevo, and Banja Luka to personally promote the pro-
gramme. The March violence made regional promotion very difficult. Many students became scep-
tical of the security situation in Pristina after hearing about the riots that took place in Kosovo in
March. At first it was planned that the ATA Pristina staff would make personal visits in the region
to promote the programme. The March violence made this impossible. As a result, ATA recruited
Dutch interns in order to undertake personal visits to Bosnia, Serbia, Montenegro, and Macedonia.
Additionally, in Serbia, ATA closely cooperated with the local NGO “Fractal” to improve promotion.
Together with them, for example, a press conference was organised in Belgrade in April 2003. As
last year, the Student Union of Serbia sent announcements of the PSU to all its seventy local stu-
dent union offices.

At the end of the registration period, all promotion materials had been successfully distributed. An
improved online database system made real-time monitoring of applications possible, allowing the
organisation to review the number of applications for each course and/or each country at any
moment via the Internet. Promotional activities were focused on those courses and countries where
applications lagged behind. However, due to March-related complications insufficient applications
were received from regional students, because of which the application period had to be extended.
At the end of the extended application period, a total of 4759 applications was received, a decrease
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of 18% as compared to last year, when total of 5858 applications was received. The fact that the
number of applications from Kosovar students was again higher than in previous years hints at the
great local popularity of the project. The significant drop of regional applications is a direct result
of the March violence.

SSEELLEECCTTIINNGG PPAARRTTIICCIIPPAANNTTSS

Despite the large numbers of applicants, the administration thereof was easily managed thanks to
crucial improvements in the PSU online management system. Again, a student “pre-registration”
system was used, allowing students to leave their contact data on the ATA website after which they
are notified by email once the application procedure opens. Whereas in 2003, 2990 students used
the pre-registration system, this year only 712 pre-applications were received. Using the pre-reg-
istration statistics, the organisation could predict which countries would yield an insufficient num-
ber of applications and target its promotional activities there.

The application process started on 15 April. Students could apply via the Internet. UP students could
also apply by filling out a paper application form at the PSU helpdesk. 49.6% of the UP students
applied on paper. UP students additionally had to hand in their grade-list which was used for selec-
tion purposes. By the application deadline (7 May) 2773 valid applications had been received from
Kosovar students, including 30 from the American University and 8 from the University of Mitrovica.
Last year, a total of 2130 applications had been received from Kosovar students (increase of 30%
this year). Most likely as a result of the March violence, the number of applications from regional
scholarship countries received until the official deadline was significantly lower than in 2003. 
At the end of the extended application period, a total of 4759 applications was received, a decrease
of 18% as compared to last year, when total of 5858 applications was received. The fact that the
number of applications from Kosovar students was again higher than in previous years hints at the
great local popularity of the project.

Two separate selection procedures were used, one for UP students and another for all the others.
The UP applications were handled in Pristina, where the local co-professors were responsible for
the selection of students in his/her course, based on criteria such as students’ grades, the rele-
vance of the course to their study path, and English language capability. Following last year’s rec-
ommendations, a more extensive testing procedure was used this year to verify the English lan-
guage skills of all Kosovar participants who had been selected for courses taught in English only
and English with translation. All applications from non-UP students were handled in Amsterdam,
where scholarship students and self-financing students were pre-selected by ATA staff and the vis-
iting professors. At the end of May, PSU Coordinator Hajredin Kuçi approved the selection. The out-
comes of the selection process were communicated to all applicants on 24 May by e-mail. In addi-
tion, a list of all selected UP students was published in the daily newspaper Koha Ditore (Kosovo). 

In total, 1288 students were selected. About 698 students were put on a waiting list. All other appli-
cants were rejected. In order to discourage drop-out, selected students had to confirm their par-
ticipation by signing and returning a contract within one week. UP students confirmed by signing a
contract at the PSU helpdesk. By the time of the (extended) deadline, 707 contracts from Kosovar
students were received, 115 scholarship, and 59 from self-financing students. Eventually, 582
Kosovar students participated. Although scholarship 115 students had confirmed their participa-
tion, only 84 scholarship students actually participated and thus received a scholarship. 41 foreign
students participated without a scholarship. In the end, an average of 19 students attended each
course regularly. The majority of professors stated that the selected students for their courses
matched the original target group well.

FFIINNAANNCCEESS,,  TTRRAAVVEELL,,  AANNDD AACCCCOOMMMMOODDAATTIIOONN

No tuition fees were charged for the courses. Reading materials, laboratory equipment and other
required materials were made available free of charge. After the programme, literature was donat-
ed to the faculties’ libraries and to participants from Kosovo or the South East European region. One
hundred scholarships were made available for students from (South) Eastern Europe2. The scholar-
ships included a travel re-imbursement, free accommodation in the dormitories and an allowance
of 40 Euro per week. A financial helpdesk took care of financial issues for the scholarship- and
other international students. To prevent students from receiving benefits without participating in
the courses, attendance lists were checked daily, using a real-time Internet based system. Students
who missed more than 20% of their courses lost their right to benefits. A computerised financial
system allowed the organisation to closely monitor expenditures related to students.

2  Following the recommendations raised after the PSU 2003, this year only nationals from Stability Pact countries could apply
for a scholarship: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, F.Y.R. of Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Romania, 
Serbia, Slovenia.
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Almost all participants travelled to Pristina by public transportation or car. For Kosovo no visas are
required as it is UN administered. For some students, the trip was complicated by visa regulations
when crossing Serbia and Montenegro in order to reach Kosovo. ATA’s partner organisation Fractal
in Belgrade issued invitation letters for those international students that were anticipating problems
when travelling through Serbia. Transportation for the Serbian participants was also organised in
co-operation with Fractal. For security reasons, the Serbian students were accommodated in an
international staff house in Pristina.

Contrary to planning, the contract with the student dormitory was signed during the first week of
the PSU. This delay was mainly caused by the several changes in the management of the dormito-
ry. Prices for the dormitory stayed more or less the same in comparison with last year. The organ-
isation believes that prices are currently too high, especially when compared regionally and taking
into consideration the quality of the services provided. However, as the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology (MEST) has pledged to fully cover this expense during the next editions of
the PSU, it is expected that costs will be kept under control by the Ministry.

Almost all non-UP participants were staying in the university dormitory. Two students shared a
room and bathrooms were shared by four of them. Warm showers were only available each other
day in the evenings. As recommended last year, it was made sure that the warm showers did not
coincide with any elements of the PSU programme e.g. the public forums. The student evaluation
showed that all students except those from outside Eastern Europe were satisfied with the accom-
modation. However, many students found sanitation lacking and were annoyed by the lack of run-
ning water. Like last year, an ATA staff member was available for one hour each day at the helpdesk
to take comments, suggestions, and complaints from students regarding accommodation, sanita-
tion, food etc. 

RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONNSS::
• Internet applications of UP students should increase from 48% (in 2003) via 50% (in 2004) to 55%

in 2005. The PSU 2005 brochure should clearly explain how to apply online and (financial) incen
tives should be introduced to encourage Internet applications;

• Special promotion should be aimed at recruiting Kosovo Serbian students;
• A plan should be developed to deal with similar situations in case an event like the March vio

lence occurs again;
• A clear timeline should be agreed upon with the co-professors for making definitive decisions 

regarding the language of instruction and the final roster for each class;
• Given the number of students who do not pass the English language entry exam or choose not to

enrol, substantially more local students should be selected by the co-professors than would fill 
any given course;

• The UP should sign a contract with the dormitory at a much earlier stage;
• The Ministry of Science and Technology (MEST), which has promised to cover all dorm expenses

for the PSU 2005 (including food), should ensure a more realistic dorm cost and proper quality of
service. 

CLASS PICTURE “COMPARATIVE ETHICS”
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMME

In the design of their respective course programmes for the Summer University, the faculties in
Pristina attempted to assure a close fit between the summer courses and their regular academic
curricula and research agendas. Emphasis was put on courses that are new to the curricula in
Pristina and being introduced as part of the ongoing reform process at the university. In addition
to the courses, seven public forums were organised to foster interdisciplinary discussion of current
events on an academic level and to encourage interdepartmental discussion of current topics
among local and international experts, visiting professors, professionals and students.

TTEEAACCHHIINNGG EEQQUUIIPPMMEENNTT &&  RREEAADDIINNGG MMAATTEERRIIAALLSS
The University of Pristina provided the infrastructure for all courses, i.e. classrooms, laboratories,
and the like. Logistics officers were responsible for ensuring that the most relevant teaching equip-
ment was available for the courses. Additional overhead projectors, white-boards, video beamer,
TV and VCR, etc., as well as basic materials such as chalk, notebooks and markers were made avail-
able by ATA. A computer room was arranged at the Law Faculty. 

For each course, funding was available for reading material. The visiting professors decided which
materials to purchase. Most of the funding available was spent on textbooks. ATA purchased the
material from various bookshops in Amsterdam and ordered books from Internet bookstores. By
the end of June all books, with the exception of a few ordered via the Internet, were delivered at the
Amsterdam office and was ready for further transportation during the first week of July. The Pristina
office made the logistical arrangements to make sure this transport occurred as smoothly and time-
ly as possible. Also, the Pristina office forwarded additional reading materials to be translated for
the courses to translators. In order to improve the selection of translators- taking into account the
specific technical vocabulary certain technical courses require, the co-professors were consulted in
selecting the best translator for the reading material for his/her course. In total eleven translators
were contracted. In general the professors stated that the literature purchased was sufficient.
Approximately nine professors compiled a reader of 75 pages containing the core reading materi-
al for the course. As out-sourcing to one company was not possible or too costly, all translations
were done by private translators or with the help of students and co-professors. Although it turned
out to be difficult to find translators for texts in natural and technical sciences, all translations were
available in time.  
Local participants and regional students were allowed to keep their books if they had successfully
passed their exam and participated in at least 80% of their classes; other students had to return
their books at the end of the course. These books were donated to the libraries of the faculties
together with other books that had been donated by professors and other individuals, or purchased
for the libraries by ATA. 
Additionally, a former Dutch participating student, Ms. Willemijn Verkoren, organised a large book
donation, comprised of hundreds of academic titles to be donated to the libraries of the University
of Pristina.

IINNTTEERRPPRREETTAATTIIOONN
Eleven courses were taught in English only and twelve courses were taught in English with consec-
utive translation into Albanian to accommodate participants that did not master the English lan-
guage sufficiently. Eight courses were taught in the Albanian language only, as the instructors were
(Kosovar) Albanian. Additionally, one course was taught in German and one in Italian, both with
consecutive translation into Albanian. Generally, the interpreters were senior students with inter-
pretation experience and who had studied abroad. As in previous years, it proved to be difficult to
recruit good interpreters for the technical courses due to the very specific terminology. In some
courses, students identified translation and interpretation as weaknesses as they did not seem to
be at the right level. In general, however, the external evaluator of the PSU, Mr. Greg Callman,
observed: “the students with whom I spoke felt that the objective quality of the interpretation was
quite good. In some cases, local students assisted the interpreter with technical terminology.” 

CCEERRTTIIFFIICCAATTEESS
As of the academic year 2001/2002, the University of Pristina has introduced the European Credit
Transfer System (ECTS) as its official credit system. ECTS was designed with the principal aim to
facilitate student mobility and standardising student assessment in the higher education institu-
tions of the European member states. It is being implemented in the majority of European higher
education institutions. Use of the ECTS facilitates students’ mobility as study credit becomes trans-
ferable. Since 2002, all PSU certificates are ECTS-compatible. In 2004, most professors strongly
supported the ECTS system applied, although some visiting professors, particularly non-Europeans,
would have preferred to use a different grading system. Mr. Callman noted that “there was signifi-
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cant discussion surrounding the issue of “grading on a curve”, or distributive grading, as set out in
the Bologna Declaration. Although ATA required professors to use this distributive grading method,
several professors felt that imposing this grading scheme on their particular class was inappropri-
ate.” 

In order to receive a course certificate, students had to attend at least 80% of the classes. Logistics
officers filled out class attendance forms, which were processed daily at the ATA office, so that real-
time monitoring of the attendance was possible and immediate action could be undertaken if a stu-
dent was about to miss too many classes. Additionally, all students had to pass a final course exam.

Number of certificates per grade:
A                   165
B             196
C                   180
D                   70
E            25

CCOOUURRSSEE EEVVAALLUUAATTIIOONNSS
Regarding the quality of the course programme, the external evaluator observed that “the course
selection was substantial and diverse [and] course materials seemed current, interesting, and chal-
lenging.” From the evaluations that the students filled in at the end of the Summer University, it
becomes clear that they were very satisfied with the courses. In their questionnaires, students rated
the quality of the courses from good to very good. The average satisfaction index calculated by Dr.
Meeter indicates that the majority of students rated their course with the maximum score on many
items. As in previous years, the quality of the professors was a strong point. Greg Callman states
that: “The visiting professors were clearly experts—or burgeoning experts—in their respective fields
of study.” In the students’ evaluation most professors received high ratings for clarity and for inter-
action with students. Students were also very positive about the interactive character of the class:
they felt that they could utter their opinion, and that their comments and participation were encour-
aged. In several cases, translation and interpretation were not at the right level and therefore iden-
tified as weak points. In a few courses students thought that they had too many assignments. Dr.
Meeter concludes in his evaluation report based on the student questionnaires of the PSU 2004 that
“most courses received overwhelmingly positive ratings.” 

RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONNSS::
Interpretation in class should be further improved, as the use of interpretation was not always ideal.
Sequential translation often leads to fragmentation of the discussion. Interpreters should be better
instructed on different interpretation tactics in order to render class as comprehensible as possible
for all students involved.
The organisers should ensure that professors have a clear understanding of important administra-
tive processes- such as the certificate process and English language testing- and the underlying
rationales;
Professors who require substantial writing should be encouraged to discuss the definition of pla-
giarism and the methods for citing references with their respective students when applicable.

STUDENTS SHOWING THEIR CERTIFICATES



LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT (COURSE 1)
Visiting  Professor:  Elizabeth  Robinson,  M.  Sc.

National  Albanian  American  Council,
Washington  D.C.,  United  States  of  America

Email: erobinson56@hotmail.com

Co-PProfessor:  Prof.  Mimoza  Dushi
Faculty  of  Physical  Science  and  Mathematics,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  mimoza_dushi@hotmail.com

Logistics  Officer: Fitore  Hoxha

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  case  study,  field  work

ECTS  credits: 4,5
Total  issued  certificates:  19  (4  A,  11  B,  3  C)

Course Description: 
The course aimed at developing students’ skills in order to improve their personal leadership and commitment
to service. It built up the personal and interpersonal leadership abilities of students and strengthened their com-
mitment to work on behalf of the society. The specific aims of the course were to (1) increase students’ self-
awareness of their strengths and abilities; (2) inspire students to start a life-long practice of personal leader-
ship; (3) increase students’ awareness of the impact of their paradigms on others;  (4) strengthen students’
communication and collaboration skills with others; (5) introduce students to the lives of leaders whose hall-
mark has been to serve the common good; and (6) teach to students the concept of leadership as a service to
the society and inspire their participation in volunteer and other service efforts. The course was taught in four
modules: (1) Foundations of Leadership, (2) The Journey of Self Discovery, (3) The Journey of Relating to Others,
and (4) The Journey of Service. Each module included concepts and activities that support the theory and learn-
ing in that module, reflective practice in class, fieldwork out of class, and homework.

COMPARATIVE ETHICS (COURSE 2)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  David  Fisher,  Ph.D.

Department  of  Philosophy,  North  Central  College,
Naperville,  Illinois,  United  States  of  America

Email: dhfsbf19@ntsource.com

Co-PProfessor:  Ass.  Professor  Hasnije  Ilazi  
Faculty  of  Philosophy,  University  of  Pristina  

Email:  hasnijai@hotmail.com

Course  Interpreter: Doruntina  Vinca
Logistics  Officer: Zana  Tahiri

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: discussion,  lecture,  case  study

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates:  17  (8  A,  6  B,  2  C,  1  D)

Course Description: 
This course existed of a comparative survey of representative theories of morality including divine command,
Buddhist ethics, utilitarism duty and rights based ethics and ethics of justice. Furthermore, students applied
theories of morality to moral dilemmas through case studies in small group discussion. Finally, they were able
present an extended analysis of a contemporary moral issue. The course included theories of classical philo-
sophical, Islamic and Buddhist ethics. The final essay dealt with one of the following topics: animal rights (con-
temporary utilitarian ethics), tolerance (contemporary Islamic ethics) and media ethics (contemporary Buddhist
ethics).
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MYTH AND HISTORIOGRAPHY:  AN INTRODUCTION (COURSE 3)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Bulent  Bilmez,  Honorary  Research  Fellow,  Ph.D.  

School  of  Slavonic  and  East  European  Studies,  
Centre  for  South  East  European  Studies,
London,  United  Kingdom

Email: bbilmez@hotmail.com

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Jahja  Drancolli,  Ph.D.  
Faculty  of  Philosophy,  Department  of  History,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  jdranqolli@hotmail.com

Course  Interpreter: Albina  Drancolli
Logistics  Officer: Zana  Tahiri

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: Discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates:  25  (11  A,  3  B,  6  C,  5  D)

Course Description: 
This BA course aimed to give an overview of discussions about the place of classical and modern myths in his-
toriography. It started with a general introduction to different definitions of myth, academic historiography
claiming to be after ‘objective’ and ‘true’ perception of the past, and the postmodernist challenge to it. Then,
the positive and negative role of myths from Antiquity to the Middle Ages, and the attitude of academic histo-
riography towards these myths were discussed.
Finally, modern myths and their place in historiography with strong reference to the use of them in the nation-
building processes in the Balkans and their role in the current conflicts in the region were dealt with. Here, the
main issues were the use of modern myths by historians to ‘construct’ certain images of events, personalities,
institutions, etc. and the use of history by different groups for political, social and/or economic interests.

PUBLIC HISTORY:  MANAGING HISTORICAL RECORDS (COURSE 4)
Professor: Professor  Ibrahim  Gashi,  Ph.D.  

Faculty  of  Philosophy,  Department  of  History,  University  of  Pristina
Email: ibrahimgashi@hotmail.com

Interpreter: Arbëresha  Selimaj
Logistics  Officer: Fitore  Hoxha

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: Discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates:  14  (2  A,  7  B,  5  C)

Course Description: 
The aim of this BA course was to introduce students to the field of managing historical record programs.
Through readings, students gained knowledge on how to manage and to preserve historical sites, museums,
archives and parks. This course explored the various roles that historians are required to play in various set-
tings. Through readings, lectures and visits to historical institutions, students acquired knowledge of methods,
management skills, and external experiences of developed countries (Europe and US). They learned how these
can be put to use in practical cases in Kosovo.
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EUROPEAN ECONOMIC INTEGRATION (COURSE 5)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Drs.  Erik  Dirksen  

University  of  Amsterdam,  Netherlands
Email: e.dirksen@uva.nl

Co-PProfessor:  Assistent  Professor  But  Dedaj,  MA  
Faculty  of  Economics

Email:  butdedaj@hotmail.com

Logistics  Officer: Arber  Sadikaj

Teaching  period: 19-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only
Teaching  Methods: Presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  case  study

ECTS  credits: 3
Total  issued  certificates:  16  (4  A,  3  B,  3  C,  2  D,  4  E)

Course Description: 
This BA course offered an introduction to European Economic Integration, based on the third edition of the book
of Frank McDonald & Stephen Dearden, European Economic Integration. 
The course addressed the following issues: Market integration, monetary union, EU budget, competition policy,
industrial policy, regional policy, common agricultural policy, and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). Furthermore,
the economic aspects of CEE countries’ accession to the European Union were studied. The issues mentioned
above were dealt with in two case studies that are part of the course. For these case studies, the students were
divided into small groups. All groups had to prepare presentations on each of the case studies to be worked on
during the course, and to present their views.

FINANCIAL MARKETS AND BANKING IN THE 21ST CENTURY (COURSE 6)
Visiting  Professor:  Associate  Professor  Nancy  Scannell,  Ph.D.  

University  of  Illinois  at  Springfield,
Springfield,  Illinois,  United  States  of  America

Email: scannell.nancy@uis.edu

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Gazmend  Luboteni,  Ph.D.    
Faculty  of  Economics,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  gazmend_luboteni@yahoo.com

Interpreter: Hamza  Gashi
Logistics  Officer: Arber  Sadikaj

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian  
Teaching  Methods: Presentation,  discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 5
Total  issued  certificates: 16  (6  A,  6  B,  3  C,  1  D)

Course Description: 
The first segment of the 3-week module (12-20 July 2004) provided an interactive forum that encouraged stu-
dents to explore, question and grasp the underlying economic explanations for why sophisticated financial sys-
tems are organized as they are and how they are interconnected with the economy as a whole. The student
learned a paradigm for interpreting current events in a global framework. The student was often placed in the
role of the decision-maker, such as a potential investor faced with a wide array of financial market offerings.
She/he was expected to master graphical and quantitative analysis to communicate relevant financial concepts.
Topics included: Central Bank Policy and Commercial Banking Money Creation, the specifics of and relationship
among Risk, Return and Valuation of Financial Securities, and The Foreign Exchange Market
The 2nd segment of the 3-week module (21-30 July, 2004) focused on Banking in the 21st century. Topics ger-
mane to the role and function of banking institutions included screening, lending, monitoring and regulation.
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (COURSE 7)
Visiting  Professor:  Instructor  Jill  Long  

University  of  Rhode  Island,
Kingston,  Rhode  Island,  United  States  of  America

Email: jilllong@mail.uri.edu

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Besim  Beqaj
Faculty  of  Economics,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  besim.beqaj@ks-ggov.net

Logistics  Officer: Tina  Thaqi

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  case  study

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 16  (5  A,  4  B,  4  C,  2  D,  1  E)

Course Description: 
The International Business course prepared the manager to make effective use of available information to
improve strategic decision-making in a global environment. By understanding the role of the firm in relation to
companies outside the manager’s country, the manager is able to plan, coordinate and control the firm’s activ-
ities and maximize the use of the firm’s scarce resources.
Globalization has made it imperative for managers to understand the nature of international business and its
impact on decision-making at the firm level.  This course was designed to promote understanding of these
issues, and to give students a framework for analysing the impact of changes in the global economic environ-
ment—particularly on firms in developing countries.  
In addition, managers who are trying to maintain competitive advantage in an increasingly multinational and
multi-ethnic business environment need to be aware of cultural differences and how these differences affect
strategic decision-making.  The impact of culture—specifically as it applies to the marketing and human
resource functions of firms was considered.

PUBLIC FINANCE (COURSE 8)
Visiting  Professor:  Senior  Lecturer  Nancy  Roberts  

Arizona  State  University,  
United  States  of  America

Email: nancy.roberts@asu.edu

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Driton  Balaj    
Faculty  of  Economics,  University  of  Pristina  

Email:  dritonbalaj@hotmail.com

Logistics  Officer: Tina  Thaqi  

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only
Teaching  Methods: Discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 3,5
Total  issued  certificates: 10  (1  A,  3  B,  2  C,  3  D,  1  E)

Course Description: 
Public Finance is the field of economics devoted to the study of how government policy, especially tax and
expenditure policies, affects the economy and the welfare of its citizens.  Public finance concentrates on the
consequences of public policy on resource allocation and income distribution.  The course developed the tools
that are most useful for the economic analysis of government policies. Among the issues and policies that come
within the purview of public finance are medical care financing, welfare reform, the federal deficit, social insur-
ance policy, tax reform and environmental policies.
A crucial objective of the analysis was to understand the impact of government expenditures, regulations, taxes,
and borrowing on incentives to work, invest, and spend income.  It was the intention of the course that by the
end of the PSU the student was more confident and skilled in applying economic reasoning to real world issues
and events.
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PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW (COURSE 9)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  William  Slomanson,  JD  

Thomas  Jefferson  School  of  Law,  
San  Diego,  California,  United  States  of  America

Email: slomansonb@worldnet.att.net

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Enver  Hasani,  PhD  
Faculty  of  Law,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  enver_hasani@yahoo.com

Logistics  Officer: Aferdita  Bislimi

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  case  study    

ECTS  credits: 5
Total  issued  certificates: 23  (3  A,  6  B,  9  C,  4  D,  1  E)

Course Description: 
This course presented the basic principles of Public International Law. It was useful to anyone considering a
career in diplomacy (states or international organizations), the judicial or legislative branches of government,
military service, international legal transactions, journalism, or teaching. Students assumed all of these roles,
based on contemporary problems facing the community of nations. They engaged in daily debates about the
actual application of International Law. They received a sound introduction to the vast resources of the Internet
and how to extract them. This course provided a rich academic setting via the print textbook and companion
electronic web-based case studies used in 130 universities in 6 countries.

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW (COURSE 10)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  of  Law  Curtis  F.J.  Doebbler

Tashkent  State  Institute  of  Law,
Tashkent,  Uzbekistan

Email: human_rights_lawyer@writeme.com

Interpreter: Viola  Trebicka
Logistics  Officer: Aferdita  Bislimi

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only  &  translation  to  Albanian  
Teaching  Methods: Presentation,  discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 5
Total  issued  certificates: 18  (2  A,  5  B,  7  C,  3  D,  1  E)

Course Description: 
The purpose of this course was to provide students with a basic understanding and working knowledge of the
principles, institutions, and the rights that are of concern to international human rights law. Lectures dealt with
theory on Human Rights, such as the concept of Human Rights, International Human Rights Law and Government
Responsibility for HRs. Also more practical issues were discussed, for instance the actors and institutions, such
as non-State Actors, United Nations mechanisms and Regional Mechanisms for Protecting HRs. Students learned
about the strategies for protecting HRs in the form of education and cooperation and the use of Political
Mechanisms. In the third week, guest speakers visited and told about their experience and expertise.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS:  THE WORLD TODAY (COURSE 11)
Visiting  Professor:  Harvard  University  Lecturer  Joseph  Bond,  Ph.D.

Harvard  University  Extension  School,
Cambridge,  Massachusetts,  United  States  of  America

Email: Joe.Bond@vranet.com

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Hajredin  Kuçi,  Ph.D.
Faculty  of  Law,  University  of  Pristina    

Email: hajredin_k@hotmail.com

Logistics  Officer: Mimoza  Rexhepi

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  case  study,  peer  conferences

ECTS  credits: 5
Total  issued  certificates: 29  (7  A,  8  B,  10  C,  3  D,  1  E)

Course Description: 
This course was designed to give students the basic knowledge that is required to understand and analyse con-
temporary international politics. The course 1) examined the empirical, theoretical and normative foundations
for understanding contemporary global politics, 2) critically reviewed recent social science approaches, perspec-
tives and policy explanations in the field of international relations and 3) assessed selected contemporary chal-
lenges to peaceful international relations.
This course was intended for students without prior coursework in international relations.
The course requirements included three writing exercises and six short quizzes. Grading on writing exercises
was weighted progressively through the course to reward improvement in analytic and writing skills rather than
pose an obstacle for students who begin the course with less exposure to writing. The writing exercises were
designed to offer a structured, interactive (students are encouraged to submit non-graded drafts for instructor
feedback) exposure to writing and as such assume a basic proficiency in English.

EU  ENLARGEMENT AND THE PROCESS OF DEEPENING (COURSE 12)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Aylin  Gurzel

Bilkent  University,  Ankara,  Turkey
Email: aygurzel@yahoo.com

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Arta  Rama  
Faculty  of  Law,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  arta79@hotmail.com

Logistics  Officer: Mimoza  Rexhepi

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only
Teaching  Methods: Presentation,  discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 5
Total  issued  certificates: 26  (7  A,  13  B,  5  C,  1  E)

Course Description: 

The course was designed as a general introduction to the legal system of the European Union covering both its
constitutional and institutional architecture and focusing on a selection of substantive law issues. In addition,
dominant theoretical models for a European Constitution in contemporary Germany and their integration into
broader European debates were discussed. In doing so, different political debates in different European coun-
tries were focused on. 
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WRITERS WORKSHOP:  DEVELOPING A LITERARY MAGAZINE (COURSE 13)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  E.  Wendy  Saul.  Ph.D.

University  of  Maryland,  
Baltimore  County,  United  States  of  America

Email: saulw@umsl.edu

Professor  Robin  Metz
Philip  Sidney  Post  Professor  of  English,
Knox  College,  Galesburg,  Illinois,
United  States  of  America

Logistics  Officer: Valdete  Rexhëbeqaj

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only
Teaching  Methods: field  work,  peer  conferences

ECTS  credits: 4,5
Total  issued  certificates: 18  (1  A,  11  B,  6  C)

Course Description: 
The purpose of this course was to help students develop their creative writing abilities through exercises and
peer review. Students created a literary magazine from and for the region that enabled students from the PSU
and other regional universities to share their creative efforts and learn to read the work of others with respect.
They built their editorial skills so that they could continue the magazine after the PSU ends. The knowledge was
gained by submitting pieces for publication, peer review and decision-making. Practicing writing letters of
acceptance, respectful calls for revisions as well as encouraging letters of rejection was also part of the course,
as well as working with layout and translation (since all work was printed in both the national language of the
author and in English).

READING AND WRITING FOR CRITICAL THINKING (COURSE 14)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Howard  Mould  

Deakin  University,  
Burwood,  Victoria,  Australia

Email: howxx@iprimus.com.au

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Eda  Vula  
Faculty  of  Physical  Sciences  and  Mathematics,  
Deparment  of  Mathematics,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  edavula@yahoo.com

Course  Interpreter: Nita  Gojani
Logistics  Officer: Valdete  Rexhëbeqaj

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: Presentation,  discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 21  (5  A,  9  B,  7  C)

Course Description: 
The Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking Project was based on the idea that democratic practices in school
play an important role in the transition toward more open societies. A truly democratic country depends on
developing responsible citizens and a climate of critical thinking. It especially involved developing students who
are critically literate. Such students are able to interrogate text, to try and identify the values of the authors, to
also identify the voices being heard, and voices not being heard.
The sessions emphasized teaching strategies, but the approaches were firmly based on a social constructivist
theoretical framework. The teaching strategies that were work-shopped were designed to encourage a real
intellectual curiosity in students as well as developing their critical thinking.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL BASIS OF TEACHING AND LEARNING (COURSE 15)
Visiting  Professors:  Dott.ssa.  Elena  Zezlina  Phillips  

Centre  for  Research  into  Education  and  Teaching  (CREATe),
Anglia  Polytechnic  University,  Chelmsford,  United  Kingdom

Email: e.phillips@apu.ac.uk

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Demë  Hoti,  MA  
Faculty  of  Education,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  deho52@yahoo.com

Logistics  Officer: Kadrije  Brajshori

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  peer  conferences

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 23  (4  A,  6  B,  9  C,  4  D)

Course Description: 
The course provided an introduction to the main psychological theories of learning in the 20th century, specif-
ically behaviourism, constructivism and social constructivism. The students were presented with and discussed
an overview of the work of Jean Piaget, and to a lesser extent of Lev Vygotsky and Jerome Bruner. The main top-
ics of discussion were memory, attention, concentration, language and its relationships to thought. The course
also looked at the influence of social class and background on learning and education. Throughout the course,
the students were required to evaluate their own learning. To this end, they completed ‘learning style’ ques-
tionnaires and discussed advantages, disadvantages, preferred activities and strategies for each learning style.
The group then examined the challenges and opportunities offered by collaborative learning. This was achieved
by working in groups and evaluating and reflecting on the processes at work during such activities. Most of this
group work focused on presentation skills and effective communication, although there were also opportunities
to discuss classroom management issues. During this work, the students were required to constantly appraise
their own learning and teaching skills.

The course also addressed some scientific misconceptions that children and adults might hold, and analysed
the role of concept maps, experiments, discussions and applications in building on from such misconceptions
towards deeper understanding. This was followed by a brief discussion of the emergence of the sense of num-
ber in children’s minds, from pre-schoolers to pre-adolescents. Finally, the students observed and evaluated
the teaching in two lessons of various Summer University courses and use their knowledge to plan and deliver
a short lesson.

STRATEGIES FOR ACTIVE TEACHING AND LEARNING (COURSE 16)
Visiting  Professor:  Associate  Professor  Mimoza  Gjokutaj,  Ph.D.  

Institute  of  Pedagogical  Studies  Tirana,
Tirana,  Albania

Email: mgjokutaj@yahoo.com  

Co-pprofessor:  Professor  Naser  Zabeli
Faculty  of  Education,  University  of  Pristina

Email: nzabeli@kec-kks.org  

Logistics  Officer: Kadrije  Brajshori

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  peer  conferences

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 20  (5  A,  6  B,  5  C,  4  D)

Course Description: 
This BA course attempted to accomplish the following objectives: to identify and elaborate contemporary per-
spectives on the problems related to teaching and learning; to study contemporary philosophies of teaching and
learning; to improve the quality of the learning strategies of the students themselves; to explore pro-active
teaching and learning techniques; to discuss dimensions of global education. By following this course, students
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were introduced to the dimensions of today’s challenges related to teaching and learning and ways in which to
meet the requirements to overcome them.
The course taught students about:
• Contemporary philosophies of education;
• Ways in which to create model material; 
• Teaching methodology
• Students were required to:
• Create a dictionary of educational terminology;
• Write an essay reflecting on contemporary education. 

CHORAL SINGING (COURSE 17)
Visiting  Professor:  Conductor  Oleg  Arapi  

Academy  of  Fine  Arts,
Tirana,  Albania

Email: asamara@albaniaonline.net

Co-PProfessor:  Bahri  Çela
Academy  of  Fine  Arts,  Department  of  Music,  University  of  Pristina

Elizabetë  Musliu
Academy  of  Fine  Arts,  Department  of  Music,  University  of  Pristina

Logistics  Officer: Vigan  Jashari

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only  
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  field  work

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 30  (21  A,  4  B,  5  C)

Course Description: 
This course taught students how to use the principles of interpretation and the techniques of choral singing,
how to use the concept and specific elements from choral melodies, how to interpret choral singing in an artis-
tic way and recreate musical pieces and opuses. The course was designed for undergraduate university students
who wanted to learn more about interpretation of choral singing in Kosovo and abroad, the differences of inter-
pretation, the specifics and techniques of choral singing, the Albanian and international composers and the
world literature of choral singing. The course was realised with practical and interactive methods in co-opera-
tion with piano accompaniment and mixed group of students (soprano, alt, tenor, bas and members of orches-
tra). The course ended with a public concert.

“CHORAL SINGING” CLASS GIVING A FINAL PERFORMANCE
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MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF MATERIALS (COURSE 18)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Dr.  Dr.  hc.  Heinrich  Oettel

Technische  Universität  Bergakademie,
Freiburg,  Germany  

Email: oettel@ww.tu-ffreiberg.de

Professor  Dr.-IIng.  habil.  Peter  Klimanek
Technische  Universität  Bergakademie,
Freiburg,  Germany

Email: klimanek@ww.tu-ffreiberg.de

Co-PProfessor: Professor  Hamit  Mehmeti

Faculty  of  Mining  and  Metallurgy,  University  of  Pristina  
Email:  hmehmeti@yahoo.com

Logistics  Officer: Erëblina  Elezaj

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22003
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: German  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: Discussion,  lecture,  case  study

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 19  (2  A,  6  B,  6  C,  3  D,  2  E)

Course Description: 
The first part of this course imparted knowledge about the elasticity of isotropic and anisotropic materials,
especially of crystalline materials, including the propagation of ultrasound for materials testing. The second part
dealt with the plastic behaviour of crystalline materials and the possibilities of hardening of materials, complet-
ed by the continuum mechanical interpretation of plasticity. The tensile and hardness testing and their inter-
pretation as well as the influence of the microstructure on the mechanical properties of steels were subjects of
the third part. Practical training: tensile and hardness testing, metallographic and optical microscopy, US-test-
ing.

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING (COURSE 19)
Cancelled

PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS AND HEAT TREATMENT OF THE IRON-CCARBON SYSTEM
(COURSE 20)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Bashkim  Baholli,  Ph.D.  

University  of  Tirana,
Tirana,  Albania

Email: bbaholli@abissnet.com.al

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Hysni  Osmani  
Faculty  of  Mechanical  Engineering,  University  of  Pristina  

Email:  hysniosmani@yahoo.com

Logistics  Officer: Blerta  Kelmendi
Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only
Teaching  Methods: lecture,  laboratory  work

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 21  (4  A,  6  B,  6  C,  5  D)

Course Description: 
This course provided recent insights in physical and mechanical characteristics of thermal processing metal
alloys. The following topics were addressed: 
On Phase Transformations:
Formation of Austenite (Transformations that occur in heating steel); Austenite grain growth in heating (+ lab-
oratory); Transformation of Austenite into Perlite (Isothermal decomposition); Transformation of Austenite upon
continuous cooling; Martensitic transformation in steel; Tempering of steel; Ageing. 
On Heat Treatment: 
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Annealing of steel; Normalising of steel; Hardening of steel; Tempering of steel; Sub- zero treatment; Defects
due to heat treatment of steels; Surface hardening: High-frequency, with Electric contact; Electrolytic heating;
Flame hardening; etc.
On Chemical Heat Treatment: 
Physical Principles; Carburising of steel; Nitriding of steel; Cyaniding and Carbonitriding; Diffusion coatings.
On Methods for Studying of phase transformations: 
Macrography - Macrostructure 
Micrography - Microstructure.  

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY (COURSE 21)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Abdel  Sebak

Concordia  University,
Montreal,  Quebec,  Canada

Email: tiger52_ca@yahoo.ca

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Luan  Ahma    
Faculty  of  Electrical  Engineering,  University  of  Pristina  

Email:  luanahma@yahoo.com

Logistics  Officer: Premtim  Rashiti

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only
Teaching  Methods: discussion,  lecture,  field  work

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 21  (4  A,  5  B,  6  C,  3  D,  3  E)

Course Description: 
Electromagnetic Compatibility is the field that studies, analyses, and solves electromagnetic interaction prob-
lems, especially in the recent rise of wireless communications, high-speed VLSI circuits and power electronics.
The course introduced concepts and techniques of electromagnetic compatibility to students who were design-
ing and working with high-speed electronic systems. Topics included Introduction and EMC requirements for
electronic systems, Review of transmission lines and antennas, Capacitance and inductance calculations,
Radiated emissions and susceptibility, and Crosstalk calculations. 
Students regularly used: a) PSPICE to analyse realistic circuits for modelling loss less coupled transmission lines
and b) MATLAB to calculate capacitance and inductance of components and systems.

INTRODUCTION TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (COURSE 22)
Visiting  Professor: Dr.  techn.  Nysret  Musliu  

Institut  für  Informationssysteme,  Technische  Universität  Wien,
Vienna,  Austria

Email: musliu@dbai.tuwien.ac.at

Co-PProfessor: Professor  Artan  Rexhepi
Faculty  of  Electrical  Engineering,  University  of  Pristina

Email: artan.rexhepi@gmx.net

Logistics  Officer: Premtim  Rashiti

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only  
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  case  study,  field  work

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 23  (3  A,  10  B,  3  C,  5  D,  2  E)

Course description:
This was an introductory course in the field of artificial intelligence. It introduced intelligent techniques used for
problem solving in artificial intelligence. Additionally, it covered fundamentals of knowledge representation and
machine learning. During the course the applications of Artificial Intelligence technologies in engineering and
business were presented and discussed. The students were included in discussions about the Artificial
Intelligence topics and implemented Artificial Intelligence techniques.
The course covered the following topics: history of AI, solving problems by searching, heuristic search, con-
straint satisfaction, game playing, knowledge representation and inductive learning.
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INTRODUCTION TO WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS (COURSE 23)
Visiting  Professor:  Ass.  Professor  Alfonso  Cano

Rey  Juan  Carlos  University  of  Madrid,
Madrid,  Spain

Email: acano@cct.urjc.es

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Enver  Hamiti  
Faculty  of  Electrical  Engineering,  University  of  Pristina

Course  Interpreter: Sabajdin  Bytyrqi
Logistics  Officer: Shpëtim  Salihu

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 3,5
Total  issued  certificates: 16  (2  A,  4  B,  5  C,  4  D,  1  E)

Course Description: 
This course aimed to deliver an easy-to-understand introduction to Wireless Communications Technologies
from a technical and socio-economic point of views. It gave an overview of the actual and future enhancing
Wireless Communications Technologies Analysis of actual 2G (GSM), 2.5G (GPRS/EDGE) and 3G (UMTS). Mobile
communications were covered as well as the new enhancing WPAN, WLAN and WMAN Wireless Networks for
Personal, Local and Metropolitan Area through the description of Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11x (Wi-Fi) and IEEE
802.16x (Wi-Max) Standards. For that purpose, understanding the Radio Propagation Channel peculiarities in
mobile outdoor/indoor environments was the key aspect when designing a Wireless Communication System.
Review on the actual and latest air interfaces was done: CDMA, OFDM, the diversity of the different techniques
and the new enhancing Multiple-Antennas MIMO systems. 
Based on this technical overview, some interesting questions were raised: What was wrong with UMTS? Is there
enough demand for Wireless solutions? Is UMTS compatible with WLAN/WMAN?

GRAPHICAL PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT -  LABVIEW (COURSE 24)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Shahin  Berisha,  PhD  

GateWay  Community  College,  
Phoenix,  United  States  of  America

Email: shahin.berisha@gwmail.maricopa.edu

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Besim  Ilazi,    
Faculty  of  Electrical  Engineering,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  besim_ilazi@hotmail.com

Logistics  Officer: Shpëtim  Salihu

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only
Teaching  Methods: lecture,  case  study

ECTS  credits: 4,5
Total  issued  certificates: 13  (4  A,  3  B,  4  C,  2  D)

Course Description: 
Many institution of higher education are putting more emphasis on hands-on laboratory experience in order to
better prepare their graduates for work force. Industry is increasingly demanding that educators produce grad-
uates with more laboratory experience in data collection and analysis.
LabVIEW is a computer graphical programming language (G – Language) that has been widely adopted through-
out industry, academia, and government laboratories as a standard for data acquisition, instrument control soft-
ware, and analysis software. LabVIEW is ideal for science and Engineering applications.
The goal of this course was to help students to use LabVIEW on their own. This goal was to be achieved through
the process of walking students step by step into process of building – constructing various codes – programs
– virtual instruments (Vis). The course was divided into 10 chapters ranging form the fundamentals of G – pro-
gramming to sophisticated codes for complex analysis of computer based collected data.
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COMBINED PRODUCTION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY (FROM POWER PLANTS)  
(COURSE 25)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Luan  Voshtina,  Ph.D.  

Polytechnic  University,
Tirana,  Albania

Email: noemail@academictraining.org

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Fejzullah  Krasniqi,  Ph.D.    
Faculty  of  Mechanical  Engineering,  University  of  Pristina  

Email:  fejzullah@yahoo.com

Logistics  Officer: Muamer  Hasani

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  field  work

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 12  (1  A,  2  B,  4  C,  3  D,  2  E)

Course Description: 
The course addressed the following topics: cogeneration production, separate production of combined produc-
tion of electrical energy of power plants, thermodynamic cycles and economic analyses, thermodynamic cycle
with exhalation turbines and thermodynamically balance, cycles for production of combined production of elec-
trical energy of power plants with fluid turbines, utilisation problems of energy, economic problems, water pro-
vision and chemical cloning of water, and provision with fuel and different problems of electrical provision in
difference.

THERMODYNAMICS (COURSE 26)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Ismail  Demneri,  PhD  

University  of  Tirana,  Albania
Email: demneri@hotmail.com

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Ali  Muriqi    
Faculty  of  Mechanical  Engineering,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  alimuriqi@hotmail.com

Logistics  Officer: Muamer  Hasani

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only
Teaching  Methods: Discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 4,5
Total  issued  certificates: 19  (3  A,  5  B,  8  C,  2  D,  1  E)

Course Description: 
This course aimed to transmit to the students the concepts of thermodynamics. This was done through the
study of the basic concepts of theory on thermodynamics systems, system equilibrium and its displacement,
energy, heat and labour, specific heat, labour body and transformation phases. It elaborated on the thermody-
namics first law, inner energy and enthalpy, the first law on chemical reactions and the Hess law. The thermo-
dynamics second law: cycles of heat machines, postulates, reversibility and irreversibility, entropy, Klausius
inequality, transmitting and generation of entropy, statistical thermodynamics and energy, second law on chem-
ical reactions. Third law: thermal theorem of Nernst. Furthermore, it dealt with an analysis of processes and
cycles, regeneration and recuperation. 
Different cycles were emphasised, such as cycles of power and cooling, cycles of gas turbines, Brayton cycles,
cycles at engines with internal combustion, cycles Otto and Diesel, steam cycle, cooling cycle at heat pumps,
efficiency and its improvements.

INTEGRATED WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (COURSE 27)
Cancelled
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GIS  –  KNOWLEDGE AND APPLICATIONS (COURSE 28)
Visiting  Professors:  Professor  Doktorand  Perparim  Ameti

GeoForschungsZentrum,
Potsdam,  Germany  

Email: ameti@gfz-ppotsdam.de

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Ilmi  Zherka    
Faculty  of  Civil  Engineering,  University  of  Pristina  

Email:  izherka@hotmail.com

Logistics  Officer: Blerta  Kelmendi

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  case  study,  field  work    

ECTS  credits: 5
Total  issued  certificates: 23  (3  A,  6  B,  6  C,  5  D,  3  E)

Course Description: 
The aim of the course was to explain the modern geodetic methods for positioning and navigation, as well as
the practical application of GIS in the real world. In the recent years the GPS/GIS integration became an impor-
tant tool for the navigation and positioning. For a better understanding, the course contained a few multimedia
animations of current satellite missions with scientific explanations. For the practical work with the students,
there were some interesting examples to be solved.
This course  focused on the latest development of Satellite Geodesy, whereby, the students had the opportuni-
ty to get some overviews on Satellite Missions, such as CHAMP, GOCE, GRACE (Cooperation between NASA and
GFZ Potsdam), GALILEO (EU) etc. 
The second part of the course described the application of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in many fields
such as: Cadastre, Transportation, Air Graphic Control and Geosciences.
The third part of the course dealt with the integration of the GIS and Global Positioning Systems (GPS, GALILEO),
as well as the Land Information Systems (LIS) and Geo referencing.

ECOLOGICAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF NUTRIENTS IN POULTRY,  SOIL,  AND PLANTS
(COURSE 29)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Remzi  Bakalli,  Ph.D.  

Department  of  Poultry  Science,  University  of  Georgia,  
Athens,  Georgia,  United  States  of  America

Email:  rbakalli@uga.edu

Co-PProfessor:  Ass.  Professor  Xhevdet  Elezi,  Ph.D.
Faculty  of  Agriculture,  University  of  Pristina

Email: xhelezi@hotmail.com

Logistics  Officer: Zgjim  Balaj

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only
Teaching  Methods: lecture,  case  study,  field  work

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 13  (2  A,  4  B,  5  C,  2  D)

Course Description: 
This course, through lectures, use of laboratories and a field trip, tackled the ecological interrelationships of
nutrients for poultry, poultry waste and potential soil, water and crop pollution with nitrogen and phosphorus.
The latest trends in poultry production that permit continued growth with minimal environmental impact were
discussed.
Nitrogen, phosphorus and other nutrients from poultry manure are essential to good crop production; howev-
er these can be harmful if present above certain concentrations in streams, ponds, coastal waters, or ground-
water. In areas with intensive production of poultry the output of nitrogen and phosphorus from manure is con-
sidered to be potentially detrimental to soil and water quality.
The requirement for food production to keep pace with population growth will dictate continuing improvement
in efficiency.
The following topics were discussed:
A) Characteristics of different soil types, utilisation of nutrients in soil, procedures for soil quality and fertility
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and soil map preparation (using WinGIS2000 software);
B) Basic procedures in estimation of plant nutrient required to reach the yield potential through soil test-based
fertility recommendations and relevant crop nutrient data;
C) Optimal Poultry Nutrient Management Systems for environmentally responsible procedures.

FIELD CROPS (COURSE 30)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Dipl.-IIng.  Dr.  Heinrich  Grausgruber  

BOKU  University  of  Agricultural  Science,  
Vienna,  Austria

Email: grausgruber@ipp.boku.ac.at

Professor  Dr.  Johann  Vollmann
BOKU  University  of  Agricultural  Science,  
Vienna,  Austria
Johann.Vollman@boku.ac.at

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Salih  Salihu,  PhD  
Faculty  of  Agriculture,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  s_salihu@gmx.at

Interpreter: Salih  Salihu
Logistics  Officer: Zgjim  Balaj

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: Discussion,  lecture

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 5  (2  A,  1  B,  2  C)

Course Description: 
This course gave an introducing overview of the most important cultivated field crops in Europe with respect to
evolution, plant breeding, agronomy and plant pathology. Moreover, aspects of processing (feed and food
industry) were outlined. The course was supplemented by field work considering specific aspects and problems
of plant production in Kosovo.
The course was divided into four parts:
1. Legumes (soybean, pea, faba bean, chickpea, lentil and lupin),
2. Oilseeds (rapeseed, sunflower, linseed, poppy, oil pumpkin and olive),
3. Tuber crops and beets (Potato and sugar beet),
4. Cereals (wheats, barley, rye, triticale, oats and maize).

STUDENTS OF THE “FIELD CROPS” COURSE ON A FIELD TRIP
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GENERAL PHYSICS (COURSE 31)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Robin  Mc  Cord  

Chandler-GGilbert  College,  
Chandler,  Arizona,  United  States  of  America

Email: robin.mccord@cgcmail.maricopa.edu

Co-PProfessor:  Professor  Lutfi  Istrefi    
Faculty  of  Mathematical  and  Natural  Sciences,  University  of  Pristina  

Course  Interpreter: Albert  Çitaku
Logistics  Officer: Arbnore  Gagica

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  field  work

ECTS  credits: 4,5
Total  issued  certificates: 10  (1  A,  3  B,  5  C,  1  D)

Course Description: 
This course offered a survey of physics emphasizing applications of physics to modern life. It included motion,
and properties of matter with an emphasis on algebra-based problem solving. This course was a straight for-
ward but substantial introduction to the fundamental behaviour of energy and matter. It was intended to serve
the needs of a wide range of science majors and non-major backgrounds. It introduced basic concepts and key
ideas while providing opportunities for students to develop higher level reasoning and problem-solving skills.
Students better grasped the ideas and principles of physics when they were discussed in context to applications
of everyday life. Many of these applications such as environmental physics are not isolated in arbitrary topics
but were conceptualised in a thematic approach to the entire course.  Historical context, public policy applica-
tions and diverse cultural contributions were also integrated into the subject matter. Topics included in this
course were: Forces, linear and rotational motions, vectors, linear and angular momentum, and basic conditions
of matter.

WATER SCARCITY IN THE 21ST CENTURY (COURSE 32)
Visiting  Professor: Professor  Eric  Carlson

United  States  Environmental  Protection  Agency,
Wheeling,  West  Virginia,  United  States  of  America

Email: carlson.eric@epa.gov

Co-PProfessor: Professor  Bardha  Korça,  Ph.D.
Faculty  of  Mathematical  and  Natural  Sciences,  University  of  Pristina

Course  Interpreter: Eriola  Kasemi
Logistics  Officer: Arbnore  Gagica

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: MA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian
Teaching  Methods: presentation,  discussion,  lecture,  case  study,  field  work

ECTS  credits: 4,5
Total  issued  certificates: 30  (13  A,  13  B,  4  C)

Course description:
This course provided students with both skills and knowledge needed to address water resources problems.
Course materials provided a set of water resources management and planning tools that will be focused on
problems of water scarcity, and can be applied to any environmental problem. Skills development focused on
planning, writing and presenting. The course addressed the biophysical, ecological, social and economic issues
affecting water resources and their use, with a particular emphasis on water scarcity. The course provided an
introduction to the necessary tools to develop sound watershed management policy and practices, from prob-
lem definition and goal setting, to electing management strategies and procedures for monitoring implemen-
tation. Students worked in groups to develop a plan for a specific water resource problem, and present their
plan to the class using the logic framework-analysis format. Dr. Korca’s Safe Water for Women in Kosovo proj-
ect served as an example of water resources planning and implementation.
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DANCE TECHNIQUE CLASS (COURSE 33)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Maria  Ines  Villasmil,  Master  in  Choreography

Amsterdam  Hogeschool  voor  de  Kunsten  /  School  for  New  Dance  Development,  
Amsterdam,  the  Netherlands  

Email: dual2@hotmail.com

Co-PProfessors:  Professor  Sadik  Krasniqi,  Ph.D.  
Faculty  of  Physical  Education,  University  of  Pristina

Email:  sadikkrasniqi101@hotmail.com

Interpreter: Besa  Luci
Logistics  Officer: Vigan  Jashari

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  &  translation  to  Albanian

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 23  (3  A,  8  B,  8  C,  3  D,  1  E)

Course Description: 
The course focused on the basis of the awareness of the functional /anatomical connections in the body and
the integration of this information in movement. Special attention was given to aspects such as personal align-
ment, directions in the body, efficient use of the skeleton and muscles. Using various techniques the students
learned to be aware of unnecessary tension in the body and to soften their muscles. The students were stimu-
lated to integrate this information in movement material, where changes in speed, direction in space occur, as
well as constant adjustment of parts of the body. The final aim was to apply all this knowledge in dance mate-
rial composed for the class, and to help students to shift from the internal focus (while training) to an external
one, finding the joy of dancing without using unnecessary tension in the body. 
Part of the aim of the course was to understand the personal body capacities and to find the freedoms and joy
of sharing movement in the space, and creating mechanism of communication with others through the use of
movement.

CLINICAL PHARMACY (COURSE 34)
Cancelled

TELEMEDICINE AND TELEHEALTH IN MODERN HEALTH CARE (COURSE 35)
Visiting  Professor:  Professor  Rifat  Latifi,  MD,  FACS

Associate  Professor  of  Surgery  University  of  Arizona,
Tucson,  Arizona,  United  States  of  America  

Co-PProfessor: Associate  Professor  Cen  Bytyçi
Faculty  of  Medicine,  University  of  Pristina

Logistics  Officer: Bashkim  Kadriu

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: Albanian  only

ECTS  credits: 5
Total  issued  certificates: 26  (4  A,  17  B)

Course Description:
The objective of this course was to introduce students to the basic development of telemedicine and telehealth
and their applications in the modern health care and familiarize them with changing paradigms and technolog-
ical advances in medicine as it pertains to telemedicine and telehealth. 
The topics that were covered during this course included: The History of Telemedicine Development and basic
Requirements for Telemedicine and Telehealth Development; the Clinical Application of Telemedicine and
Telehealth based on evidence based medicine; the Education and Distance Learning: Changing the Paradigm;
Successful Examples of Telemedicine and Telehealth in Developing Countries; New Frontiers for Telemedicine
and Telehealth; Applications and New Initiatives in Virtual Education.
This introductory course of telemedicine and telehealth in modern medical care was organized in the
Telemedicine Center of the University Clinical Center of Kosovo in Pristina.  It consisted of ten working day lec-
tures. The first lectures were given via videoconference form the University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona. In
addition to the lectures that were given, students were introduced to practical demonstrations of the applica-
tion of telemedicine and telesurgery.  The students had hands-on experience in technologies that are used at
the Telemedicine Center in Pristina and had a virtual field trip to Peja Medical Center.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE (COURSE 36)
Visiting  Professor: Professor  Shaun  Hughes

English  Language  Trainer
Oxford,  United  Kingdom

Logistics  Officer: Bashkim  Kadriu

Teaching  period: 12-77-22004  /  30-77-22004
Course  level: BA
Language  of  Instruction: English  only

ECTS  credits: 4
Total  issued  certificates: 21  (4  B,  17  C)

Course Description:
This BA course aimed to train students to communicate in English, in addition to increasing and enhancing their
capacity to function in the English language through speaking, writing, and reading.
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PPUUBBLLIICC FFOORRUUMM PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE
During the Summer University, public forums were organised to stimulate interdepartmental dis-
cussion of current topics among experts, visiting professors, professionals and students. Forums
took place every Tuesday and Thursday (and one Monday) from 18:00 to 20:00 in the Amphitheatre
of the Law Faculty. Attendance was recommended to PSU participants but not obligatory. Local and
international students, PSU professors, as well as professors from the UP and representatives of
local and international organisations took part in the forums. Each panel consisted of experts from
different academic or professional backgrounds and was chaired by a moderator. After the panel
members had given their introductory speeches, the audience had the opportunity to ask questions.
The forums were open to anyone interested and admission was free. However, the audience main-
ly consisted of students. The forums were conducted in English with consecutive translation into
Albanian. In some cases, panel members’ contributions and questions from the audience were pre-
sented in Albanian and translated into English. One interpreter was hired for all forums whose
excellent interpreting skills greatly improved the quality of the forums compared to previous years.
For one forum, an additional interpreter was hired to translate from Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian into
English and vice-versa. Notes were taken during all forums by PSU staff to enable more substantial
reporting on each of them. Due to power cuts, lights and sound system were not working during
some of the forums, as the generator of the Law Faculty seemed to be switched off after 18:00.
Although panel members and audience accepted these technical restrictions with patience, better
arrangements could prevent similar disturbances in the future.

The following forums were organised:

“Private Sector Development and Higher Education in South Eastern Europe”, 13 July 2004
Guests:
Besim Beqaj, Stability Pact Coordinator for Kosovo and PSU co-professor
Snezana Mojsovska-Salamovska, University of St. Kliment Ohridski – Bitola
Naser Grajcevci, Ministry of Trade and Industry
Moderator: Seremb Gjergji, KTV

The central question of this forum was: In what way can a better cooperation between higher edu-
cation, companies, governments and involved institutions contribute to a better and sustainable
development of the private sector in the Balkans? Snezana Mojsovska Salamovska opened the forum
by elaborating on the importance of the role of the triangle private sector, education and govern-
ment in fostering the economic development in transition countries. Naser Grajveci followed up by
speaking about the work of the Kosovar Ministry of Economy on private sector development and
highlighted the importance of close cooperation between the different stakeholders involved.
Afterwards, Besim Beqaj explained to the public the current situation that Kosovo is facing and
which steps should be taken to ensure that progress is made. At the end of the forum it was clear
that much remains to be done to develop the region and Kosovo in particular, but the audience left
with a better understanding of where and how this development could be realized.

“Human Rights and Prisoners’ Rights – Universal or Debatable?”, 15 July 2004
Guests:
Curtis Doebbler, PSU visiting professor and international human rights lawyer
Ibrahim Makolli, Center for the Defense of Human Rights and Freedoms
Pascale Meige, Head of Mission, ICRC Kosovo
Udo Wagner, ICRC Protection Coordinator
Moderator: Lorik Pustina, Koha Ditore

LAW FACULTY AMPHITHEATRE -  FORUM ON “MECHANISMS FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN KOSOVO”
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The forum was opened by an extensive presentation of the ICRC’s work which gave an overview of
the ICRC’s activities regarding prisoners’ rights and highlighted the difference between internation-
al human rights law and international humanitarian law which forms the basis of the ICRC’s man-
date.  Pascale Meige, Head of the ICRC Mission to Kosovo, stressed that the ICRC tries to protect
prisoners’ rights through constructive dialogue based on mutual confidence. Therefore, reports of
ICRC visits to prisons are not published, but discussed with the responsible authorities. Ibrahim
Makolli gave an overview of the situation of prisoners in Kosovo. He explained that CDHRF has faced
serious obstacles in gaining access to prisons in Kosovo, in particular to the military detaining facil-
ities on KFOR bases. Curtis Doebbler gave an impetus for the debate by asking some critical ques-
tions to his fellow panellists. He wondered how prisoners’ rights could be ensured more effective-
ly and whether NGOs work should be more determined and more vocal, even if publishing informa-
tion might endanger good diplomatic relations. The questions asked by the audience addressed,
among other things, the situation of Kosovar prisoners detained in Serbia and the condition of
political prisoners in Kosovo.

“Common Problems, Common Future – Joint Creative Session”, 19 July 2004
Guests:
Albin Kurti, former student leader, now active in the Kosova Action Network; 
Filip Pavlovi?, former student leader, now active in the NGO Fractal, Belgrade.

During this less conventional session, which started with an interactive game highlighting the dis-
crepancy between rhetorical solutions and real problems, Albin Kurti and Filip Pavlovi? addressed
the common concerns of students in the SEE region. After the speakers had shared some of their
personal experiences as former student leaders, a highly interactive discussion revealed that many
students in the region are dissatisfied with the quality of their education and worried about their
future perspectives. More optimistic voices pointed to the improvements achieved over the past
years and called upon fellow students to become active as agents of positive change.

“Youth Culture in Kosovo – Where are we heading?”, 20 July 2004
Guests:
Memli Krasniqi, singer/Director of the Center for Political Studies;
Nëntor Fetiu, actor;
Mimoza Kusari, spokesperson of the Prime Minister;
Leila Al Shammary, PSU participant from Slovenia;
Arber Koci, PSU participant from the UK.
Moderator: Dashamir Berxulli, social psychologist, University of Pristina.

In this forum, three well-known young Kosovars presented different aspects of current youth cul-
ture in Kosovo. After Memli Krasniqi elaborated on the role of hip hop as a way of expression and
revolt against oppression, Mimoza Kusari spoke about the possibilities for Kosovar youth to get
involved in politics and encouraged young people to take initiative to change things. Nëntor Fetiu’s
message to the audience was strong and simple: Be optimists. The two international PSU students
recognized great similarities between youth in Kosovo and in their home countries. They stressed
that the most important goal for young people in Europe should be to look towards a common
future. The moderator placed the speakers’ contributions into a broader theoretical framework by
elaborating on the local and global changes that have shaped youth culture in Kosovo over the last
years.

“Higher Education in Post-Conflict Societies”, 22 July 2004
Guests:
Xhavit Rexhaj, Head of the Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Education and Science,
Kosovo 
Dr. Voldemar Tomusk, Deputy Director, Higher Education Support Program (HESP), Open Society
Institute
Issa Da’as, Arab-American University, Jenin, Palestinian Territories
Safet Ballazhi, Senior assistant at the Center for Human Rights and Conflict Resolution, “Sts. Cyril
and Methodius” University, Skopje 
Moderator: Dukagjin Pupovci, Director, Kosovo Education Center

It is the purpose of universities to provide people with skills, knowledge, and abilities that are need-
ed by the market. However, in the current situation in Kosovo, there is hardly an industry and econ-
omy for graduates to work in. Therefore, there is a need to create a very different higher education
system. The question is: who are the agents of change? It is important to identify those and to cre-
ate conditions for them to achieve a wide consensus. However, some argue that the way to change
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is lacking as there is a massive range of obstacles in the way of structural reform. Therefore: how
can one run a systemic long-term reform in the higher education system? And, who is the long-
term change agent? These and related issues were discussed during the forum on Higher Education
in Post-Conflict Societies.   

“Mechanisms for the Protection of Human Rights in Kosovo”, 27 July 2004
Guests:
Enver Hasani, PSU co-professor
Neshad Asllani, Executive Director of the Kosova Center for Human Rights
Sadik Idrizi, Member of the Committee for Rights and Interests of Communities in the Assembly of
Kosovo
Ljubinko Todorovic, Local Deputy Ombudsperson in Kosovo
Moderator: Lorik Pustina, Koha Ditore

Ljubinko Todorovic opened the forum with a global overview of the human rights situation of
Kosovo’s different communities, as assessed in a report published by the Ombudsperson Institution
in Kosovo in July 2004. He described the post-March situation as one in which members of certain
minority communities are lacking even the most basic rights, such as the right to life or freedom of
movement. He also criticised the immunity of UNMIK and KFOR that creates a paradoxical situation
in which the entities that have come to Kosovo to help preserve human rights and the rule of law
are themselves not answerable to the people they are obliged to protect. Sadik Idrizi, a represen-
tative of Kosovo’s Bosniak community, pointed out some of the human rights protection mecha-
nisms included in the Constitutional Framework and other official documents. He supported Mr.
Todorovic’s assessment that these rules and mechanisms are not adequate to ensure the protec-
tion of human rights in practice. Enver Hasani discussed the systemic factors that cause the pres-
ent situation. In his view, one of the biggest challenges for Kosovo and the main threat for human
rights protection is the present security situation, which has not been helped by current interna-
tional policies towards Kosovo. According to Neshad Asllani, the human rights situation in Kosovo
can only be changed through an active dialogue, and engagement and responsibility of all who are
living in Kosovo. His presentation stressed that human rights education is crucial in this process
because it stimulates new ways of thinking that enable citizens to deal with conflicts in non-vio-
lent, constructive ways.

“Concrete steps towards Kosovo’s European Future”, 29 July 2004
Guests:
Lulzim Peci, Executive Director of the Kosovar Institute for Policy Research and Development
(KIPRED);
Mimika Loshi, Junior Civil Servant, STM Office at the Prime Minister’s Office
Clarisse Pasztory, Political Advisor to the Personal Representative of the EU High Representative for
CFSP in Pristina
Moderator: Erik Dirksen, PSU Visiting Professor and ATA Chairman

The aim of this panel debate was to identify specific measures that the EU should take to make
Kosovo’s “European future” more concrete, more tangible and more relevant for the people of
Kosovo. Lulzim Peci warned that under current EU policies, Kosovo runs the risk of being left out of
the European integration process and becoming a black hole in the region. He urged the EU to
design long-term development funds for Kosovo, focusing on infrastructure and education and
stressed the need to inform and educate Kosovars about EU affairs. Mimika Loshi explained the
technicalities of the Stabilisation and Association Process Tracking Mechanism and informed the
audience about a recruitment programme aimed at building administrative capacities in the Prime
Minister’s Office. Similarly to Lulzim Peci, she stressed the importance of education and of training
local people in order to lead the process towards EU integration. Clarisse Pasztory explained that
the purpose of the Stabilisation and Association Process is to induce and support reforms that will
bring Kosovo closer towards the EU and to those European values that are also reflected in the
Standards for Kosovo. The establishment of Solana’s office in Pristina, according to Mrs. Pasztory,
underlines the EU’s long-term commitment to Kosovo.

SSEEMMIINNAARR OONN ““TTHHEE RROOLLEE OOFF HHIIGGHHEERR EEDDUUCCAATTIIOONN IINN ((PPOOSSTT-))  CCOONNFFLLIICCTT SSOOCCIIEETTIIEESS””
In addition to the forum programme, a three-day seminar was organised on “The Role of Higher
Education in (Post-) Conflict Societies” from 20-22 July, 2004. Topics that were discussed during
this seminar included university management; the importance of universities in economic develop-
ment and poverty reduction; curriculum development, teaching plans, didactics; cooperation across
ethnic boundaries in the academic and non-governmental realms; the importance of de-politiciz-
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ing higher education in post-conflict areas; the link between university education and educating
primary and secondary school teachers; and, teaching methods in multi-ethnic societies. 

Bringing together education experts from (post)-conflict societies, these issues were examined in-
depth. The seminar served as an open discussion platform, comparing the experience of various
post-conflict societies in this field. Ultimately, the seminar culminated in a pubic forum focused on
“The Role of Higher Education in (Post-) Conflict Societies.” The following guest experts provided
workshops, lectures, and/or participated in a public forum related to the seminar:

Dr. Voldemar Tomusk, Deputy Director, Higher Education Support Program (HESP), Open Society
Institute, Budapest, Hungary; 
Dukagjin Pupovci, Executive Director, Kosovo Education Center (KEC), Pristina, Kosovo; 
Professor David Berman, Associate Professor, School of Education, University of Pittsburgh; 
Professor Issa N. Da’as, Arab-American University, Jenin, Palestinian Territories; 
Prof. Violeta Petroska-Beska, Professor of Psychology, Co-Director of the Center for Human Rights
and Conflict Resolution, Sts. Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje, Macedonia (F.Y.R.O.M);
Safet Ballazhi, Senior assistant at the Center for Human Rights and Conflict Resolution, Sts. Cyril and
Methodius University, Skopje, Macedonia (F.Y.R.O.M).

RREECCRREEAATTIIOONNAALL PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE

To stimulate informal contact between international and Kosovar professors and participants, var-
ious social activities were organised. The objective of the social programme was not only to pro-
vide leisure, but also to stimulate regional and wider international cooperation. Many contacts are
obtained informally during social activities. Moreover, social events tend to tie all courses and
workshops into one major event. 

During the PSU 2004, an orientation day, opening ceremony, closing reception, four excursions,
individual course lunches and dinners, two student parties, two dinners and two receptions for the
professors, and a soccer tournament were organized by ATA. In addition, participants and profes-
sors themselves organised various social activities. Although students in their evaluations were less
enthusiastic about the social programme than in the previous year, recreational activities still
received positive ratings.

OORRIIEENNTTAATTIIOONN DDAAYY

As in the previous year, an informal orientation day was organised on Sunday 11 July, the day before
classes commenced, for all international students and professors. After an introduction by the PSU
organisational staff at the Law Faculty, a tour through Pristina made students and professors
acquainted with the UP campus and main sites in Pristina. In the evening an informal student wel-
come drink in cafe Kaca was organised.

OOPPEENNIINNGG CCEERREEMMOONNYY

On 12 July 2004, the PSU was formally opened in the Philology Faculty Amphitheatre.
The following speakers attended: 

Hajredin Kuçi, PSU Coordinator;
Zejnel Kelmendi, Rector of the University of Pristina;
Rexhep Osmani, Minister of Education in Kosovo; 
Peter Bas Backer, Head of Dutch Office in Pristina;
Ad Melkert, Executive Director of the World Bank;
Frieder Wohrmann, General Manager of Pro Credit Bank;
Valentina Gashi, ATA Representative.

Some 600 students, professors, professionals and representatives of non-governmental and inter-
national organisations attended. A wide variety of press was present. Unlike earlier years, simulta-
neous translation was offered to approximately 250 attendants. After the ceremony, drinks and
snacks were served in the lobby. 

CCLLOOSSIINNGG RREECCEEPPTTIIOONN

On 30 July 2004, a closing cocktail was held in the Philology Faculty Amphitheatre. Many students,
professors, NGO representatives and officials were present. Beverages and food were served in the
lobby.



RREECCEEPPTTIIOONN,,  LLUUNNCCHHEESS AANNDD DDIINNNNEERRSS

During the PSU, each course organised a group lunch or dinner for the students, professor and co-
professor involved. Two dinners were organised by ATA for all local and international teaching fac-
ulty, logistics officers, and staff members. These dinners served as an excellent opportunity for the
faculty members to get to know each other better and were highly appreciated by the teaching staff.
Additionally, two informal receptions for professors were organised at one of the professors’
accommodations; the first one took place on the night before the start of the PSU, the second one
was organised on the weekend after the second teaching week. These receptions were much appre-
ciated, especially by the international teaching staff, as it offered them the opportunity to get
acquainted with each other in an informal environment. 

EEXXCCUURRSSIIOONNSS

During the weekends, four day-trips were organised which provided the participants (a maximum
number of 300) with the opportunity to see different parts of Kosovo. On Saturday 17 July, a trip to
Prizren was organized (approximately 300 participants). On Sunday 18 July, the excursion went to
Battlava Lake (approximately 150 participants), where one could enjoy a swim in large fresh water
lake. This trip was repeated on Sunday 25 July with approximately 100 participants. On Saturday 24
July, approximately 250 participants visited Prekaz and Peja. Following the recommendations of last
year, fewer destinations were visited during the excursions and more time was spent at each loca-
tion. Generally, the trips were successful and appreciated. However, a few problems did occur: on
two excursions one of the buses broke down, which caused quite a bit of delay and discomfort to
the participants. Nevertheless, the external evaluator concludes that “students seemed to benefit
from these [extra-curricular] events and to accept the difficulties that resulted from local condi-
tions, whether political or mechanical”.
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PROFESSORS AT THE CLOSING DINNER

STUDENTS ON EXCURSION IN PRIZREN
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SSTTUUDDEENNTT PPAARRTTIIEESS

Two student parties were organized on the first and the last weekend of the Summer University.
Both parties took place at Oda Theatre. At all parties a DJ or live band was present and around 600
students as well as logistics officers and professors came. All of them got a free drink. According
to last year’s recommendations, official parties were only organized on weekends. However, it
resulted difficult to completely discourage students from organising additional parties during the
week.

RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONNSS::
• Arrangements should be made with the UP that the generator of the Law Faculty remains switched

on during the forums;
• A more reliable bus rental agency should be contracted for long distance excursions;
• Simultaneous translation should be provided during the forums when feasible. This will consid

erably enhance the dynamic and interactivity of the forums; 
• More information should be provided to, especially international, students and professors during

the weekend excursions;
• Students should be discouraged from organising additional parties during the week. 

THE  PSU  IN  NUMBERS

2001 2002 2003 2004

Courses 30 30 32 33

Visiting professors 33 31 33 37

Co-professors 30 30 31 30

Average ECTS not available 6 4 4

Certificates 494 561 576 636

Applications 3231 3200 5858 4759

Participants 550 650 742 707

Faculties involved 5 10 14 14

Recreational events organised by ATA 11 10 13 14

Forums 6 4 6 7

Guest speakers 6 6 18 27

Student evaluation forms handed in 320 386 517 516

Overall satisfaction index (1-5)3 4.56 4.28 4.60 4.56

3 The overall satisfaction index concerns courses, organisation, recreational events etc. The index was constructed in 2002 with
help of a principle component analysis. The first component, which seemed to index general satisfaction, was represented by
the following items: "The course started at the right level", "The teacher interacted well with the students", "The quality of the
course was high", "I enjoyed going to class", "The teacher explained things clearly", "The assignments helped me understand 
the subjects of the class", and "I often had problems understanding the teacher". The average of these 7 items was taken as a
general index of student satisfaction with the course. The 2003 results led to subtly different factor loadings. As the new first
component correlated .93 with the one of a year earlier, the 2002 satisfaction index was retained. 
Group differences on the index andon individual questions were analyzed with analyses of variance. Differences between 
groups are reported if they were significant by Student Newman Keuls (SNK) post hoc tests.
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As it has been successfully achieved in Tuzla, the Pristina Summer University project is completely
transferred to the University of Pristina in 2005. The transfer of responsibilities and activities is vital
to a successful transfer of the project. Good prospects for future funding are obviously equally fun-
damental. Over the past years, the University of Pristina and ATA have carried out several activities
to facilitate the transfer process: 

Annual training of the Summer University Pristina staff in Amsterdam and all core Summer
University staff, UP co-professors and logistics officers in Kosovo or the region;
Preparation of a detailed manual on the preparation, implementation and evaluation of the PSU;
Publication of this annual Summer University report in English and Albanian;
The establishment of institutionalised structures within the University of Pristina;
Joint UP-ATA fundraising activities to secure funding for the PSU after December 2004.

11..  TTRRAAIINNIINNGG
Key in the transfer process is capacity building. Therefore, annual trainings have been organised for
local ATA and UP staff. This group of future PSU organisers consists of (young) academic staff and
talented senior students, as well as UP administration and management staff. After the PSU 2003,
three training sessions were organised, two in Amsterdam and one in Ohrid.

Training in Amsterdam for all core Summer University staff
Pre-training sessions were organized in Amsterdam in December 2003 and March 2004. Both ses-
sions lasted about one week and were attended by three Pristina ATA staff as well as all Amsterdam
staff.  Pristina staff was asked to take over and work on tasks together with Amsterdam staff, by
working from the same desk and doing the same things at the same time. In addition, work plans
were elaborated and adjusted, and updated texts were added to the PSU manual. Furthermore, a
substantial amount of time was devoted to discussing the transfer strategy and related activities.

Pre-training in Ohrid
In 2004, the PSU pre-training took place during the last weekend of June in Ohrid, FYROM. The PSU
pre-training weekend is meant to prepare co-professors, logistics officers and ATA project officers
on their roles during the actual courses. As for the co-professors’ sessions, ATA underlined the
importance of interactive teaching methods. A change of teaching methodology is crucially impor-
tant for the creation of a new generation of critical, pro-active citizens in Kosovo. The PSU visiting
professors were asked to introduce new interactive teaching methods to improve the current edu-
cational system, which is very much teacher centred and focuses on teaching students to reproduce
facts, instead of encouraging them to reflect critically on subject matters. In addition, co-profes-
sors are expected to teach the PSU courses as much as possible together with the visiting profes-
sors, e.g. give lectures, lead discussions, working groups, etc. As in 2003, prof. Bardhyl Musai,
Associate Professor and Executive Director of the Center for Democratic Education in Tirana,
Albania, provided the training sessions. Reading/study materials were made available by prof.
Musai to all co-professors. Moreover, ATA prepared instruction manuals for all co-professors and
logistics officers.

Logistics officers deal with teaching facilities at each faculty or department involved. However, not
all logistics officers have extensive organisational experience. The pre-training weekend thus
aimed to prepare logistics officers (as well as project officers and volunteers) for their organisation-
al role during the preparation, implementation and evaluation of the courses. ATA project managers
provided plenary sessions and individual briefings to address various common aspects of their work
and particularities related to their specific courses. 

Besides ATA project officers and volunteers, 16 co-professors (out of 30) and 16 logistics officers
(out of 18) attended the pre-training. Alike last year, some co-professors contracted did not attend
the pre-training. 

PRISTINA STAFF AT PRE-TRAINING SESSION

TRANSFER OF THE SUMMER UNIVERSITY TO THE UNIVERSITY OF PRISTINA
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22..  SSUUMMMMEERR UUNNIIVVEERRSSIITTYY MMAANNUUAALL

An elaborate PSU manual is being prepared to better enable UP staff to take over the organisation
of the PSU by January 2005. This 200 page manual describes each aspect of the PSU in detail and
provides standard contracts, press releases, instruction for the online database etc. At the opening
ceremony of the PSU 2003, the director of ATA, Mr. Yannick du Pont, handed a first symbolic ver-
sion of the manual to the rector of the Pristina University, Professor Dr. Zejnel Kelmendi. The man-
ual is continuously being updated and expected to be finalised by the beginning of 2005. The Delay
in publishing this manual was caused by a reallocation of workforce to the promotion of the PSU
after the March violence.

33..  PPUUBBLLIICCAATTIIOONN OOFF TTHHEE AANNNNUUAALL SSUUMMMMEERR UUNNIIVVEERRSSIITTYY RREEPPOORRTT

In order to properly inform all stakeholders in Pristina (co-professors, deans, the rector’s office, the
ministry of education, participating students, etc.), an annual detailed Summer University report is
prepared. The aim of this report is to better inform the above-mentioned stakeholders, raise aware-
ness of the possibilities of the project, as well as to signal where improvement is necessary. A hard
copy of the final report can be ordered by sending an email to ata@academictraining.org. Digital
copies can be downloaded from the ATA website in both English and Albanian (www.academictrain-
ing.org).

44..  IINNSSTTIITTUUTTIIOONNAALLIISSAATTIIOONN OOFF TTHHEE SSUUMMMMEERR UUNNIIVVEERRSSIITTYY

Another measure of key importance is to assure that all decision making on the PSU is under the
responsibility of the proper officials within the existing structures of the UP. The project can only
become institutionalised if decision makers at the university are properly consulted and a true feel-
ing of ownership is developed on all levels (Rector’s Office, Faculty Boards, etc.). 

PSU Committee
A crucial step in the institutionalisation process was made on 18 February 2003, when an official
PSU Committee was appointed by the senate of the UP. It is presently composed of the following
members:
Prof. Dr. Hajredin Kuçi, coordinator (Head of International Relations Office);
Prof. Dr. Ilir Limani, member (Professor of Electrical Engineering, former Dean of the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering);
Prof. Dr. Isa Elezaj, member (Professor of Biology);
One ATA Representative (Yannick du Pont, Michel Richter or Valentina Gashi).

In 2004, the PSU Committee was closely involved in academic matters related to the PSU. It has final
responsibility of the academic programme, and has to make the final selection of all PSU
courses/visiting professors and co-professors.
It is expected that, in 2005, the scope of the project will be considerably smaller. Most likely, the
course programme will consist of approximately 15 courses. This will allow the Committee and UP
management to grow into their new role of main responsible. As Mr. Greg Callman has noted in his
evaluation, “clearly, the challenges facing the continuation of this project are significant but not
insurmountable.” However, it is important that: “those individuals who have worked as local ATA
staff should serve as the primary repository of institutional knowledge and experience in Pristina
and should play a central role in aiding elected officials to manage future summer sessions.” 

55..  JJOOIINNTT UUPP-AATTAA  FFUUNNDDRRAAIISSIINNGG AACCTTIIVVIITTIIEESS

During the academic year 2003-2004, ATA and the UP started lobbying to secure funding for the
Summer University 2005 (and beyond). In October 2003, a fundraising strategy was developed, after
which meetings with potential future donors were held. To date, the University of Pristina has
pledged to contribute 50.000 Euro to the PSU 2005 and beyond. The Ministry of Education and
Science will contribute 35.000 Euro and cover all student dormitory expenses (including food).
Negotiations are ongoing with two additional donors, and prospects are good.

RREECCEENNTT DDEEVVEELLOOPPMMEENNTTSS AANNDD RREEMMAAIINNIINNGG CCHHAALLLLEENNGGEESS

While substantial progress was made in transferring the project in 2004, a number of challenges
remain. The University of Pristina has taken responsibility for all major decision in the project and
has pledged to employ present ATA Pristina staff on UP contracts at the end of the year. An assis-
tant PSU representative was contracted in early 2004 to take over responsibilities from the PSU
Representative who has been increasingly focusing on management tasks. The contracting of a PSU
fundraiser and a PSU financial officer has not been realised and remains a further issue of concern.
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As the external evaluator assessed, “the deans largely fulfilled their tasks of assessing priorities and
presenting course suggestions, appointing co-teachers and logistics officers, and selecting visiting
professors.” The PSU committee assumed responsibility for the course programme and final selec-
tion of all professors. While the PSU project proposal,” stipulates that the PSU Committee has “over-
all responsibility for the development of the complete Course Program, Public Forum Programme,
and Recreational Programme”, responsibility for the Public Forum and Recreational Programme has
not been transferred to the PSU Committee yet. 

During the Summer University, the transfer of activities and responsibilities to local staff was given
priority. In this context, the external evaluator observed occasional difficulties associated with hier-
archy, planning and division of labour among PSU staff.  According to Mr. Callman, these reflect the
challenge that PSU staff faces in “balancing efficiency and stability against flexibility and a sense of
egalitarianism.” More generally, he observed that in certain situations, the organisation had diffi-
culties with the simultaneous achievement of the two main objectives: producing a successful sum-
mer university and transferring responsibilities and tasks.

The violent events of March 2004 highlighted another potential problem related to the transfer
process. As mentioned earlier, these unexpected events lead to a sharp drop in applications from
international and particularly regional students. It also resulted more difficult to recruit internation-
al professors in the aftermath of the violence. As a consequence, additional promotional activities
had to be undertaken in South Eastern Europe in order to ensure the participation of students and
professors from the region. However, security considerations prevented the local Pristina staff from
personally undertaking these activities. Consequently, staff from ATA Amsterdam had to engage in
an extensive regional promotion campaign. Given that stimulating regional cooperation is one of
the Summer University’s main goals, this experience implies that future involvement of ATA might
remain necessary in order to ensure regional participation even after the official completion of the
transfer process. ATA is therefore currently re-considering its own future (limited) role in the PSU
beyond 2005 to secure the regional objective of the PSU.

The external evaluator, Mr. Callman, summarised the progress and challenges involved in the trans-
fer of the project as follows: “The challenges facing the continuation of this project are significant
but not insurmountable. Much knowledge and experience has been acquired by local ATA staff dur-
ing the past four years, and successful continuation will depend substantially upon the possibility
of genuine cooperation between these individuals and future University of Pristina officials”.

RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONNSS::
• The University of Pristina and the Academic Training Association should sign a Memorandum of

Understanding, clearly outlining the responsibilities in future editions of the PSU. Whilst a full 
transfer is made in 2005, ATA will support the UP on a few selected key-issues. These are, inter
alia, the regional promotion of the project and IT management support;

• As soon as a new management is elected at the UP (elections were held in early October), ATA 
local staff should meet with ATA Amsterdam staff and this new management to plan for PSU 2005.

• The Manual on the PSU should be completed as soon as possible and a training session for UP 
staff on the basis of this manual should be organised.
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SSPPEEEECCHH OONN TTHHEE OOCCCCAASSIIOONN OOFF TTHHEE OOPPEENNIINNGG OOFF TTHHEE 22000044  PPRRIISSTTIINNAA SSUUMMMMEERR UUNNIIVVEERRSSIITTYY

by  Mr.  Ad  Melkert,
Former Minister of Social Affairs and Employment; Netherlands Executive Director at the World Bank

Pristina, July 12, 2004

"It may sound peculiar to start to talk about a "new Europe" yet again; just two months after ten new
member states have transformed the European Union into a community of 25. Still this is the ambi-
tion and expectation that bring us and bind us together today. Yes, I know that there are still cru-
cial state-issues that need to be resolved in this part of Europe. However, the making of Europe in
the past fifty years has never been exclusively a state-driven process. It is the story of the meeting
of the minds in the first place that has shaped the Union into much more than the coal and steel
community it once was. By now it has, measured by the number of people, become frontrunner in
the world in representing an open space of common values, stretching from Lapland to Andalusia
and from Dublin to Riga and Ljubljana. Space indeed where fundamental freedoms are upheld, mar-
ket economy reigns, quality of life counts. One of the major drivers of that meeting of the minds
has been the decades long exchange program that brought and bring together scores of young
people from France and Germany in particular. Visiting, studying, learning and following up in polit-
ical, economic, academic and cultural life: that is how human beings by their own efforts became
able to overcome centuries of state-dominated war and confrontation. 

It is that drive that has brought my generation and our children tremendous progress in freedom
and standard of living. And the meeting of the minds has not yet reached its boundaries, be they
conceptual or geographical. That is why Pristina's Summer University essentially represents yet
another step to the creation of the new Europe in which the citizen's choice prevails. Pristina being
at the heart of the most recent memory of the dark part of Europe's heritage. Pristina assembling
the coming weeks the intellectual inspiration and pragmatic motivation of - again - scores of young
people to overcome the divides and to join hands in preparing the next stage of extending the open
space in Europe where values predominate and prejudices fade away.

So let me thank you sincerely for the invitation to address you and to share some thoughts about
the significance of this event. I would like to reflect briefly on the situation in Kosovo today as this
after all provides the context for your assembly. More particularly I want to look at some issues that
will require extra efforts in education and research in order to open new avenues into a better
future. And then I want to share some observations on what is needed from inside and outside to
transform southeast Europe into a powerful engine of growth and integration; and on the European
Union's potential to guide this process into the right direction. On Kosovo first. When I was here last
December there were three things that struck me most. I saw a very encouraging level of invest-
ments in construction, suggesting that both resources and initiative are available to develop the
potential of this area. Then it became clear that there is a strong will to take up and eventually take
over responsibility for leading the citizens of Kosovo towards a more prosperous future as a chal-
lenge to the international community to clarify the conditions for the transfer that will have to fol-
low. But also, at the time of that visit but much more last March, it turned out that relations between
ethnic communities are vulnerable to any wish to exploit anger, fear or privilege. For sure I will not
be the only one to emphasize how vital moderation, tolerance and a genuine spirit of cooperation
continue to be as prerequisites for progress and delegation of authority. On May 18, the World Bank
issued an Economic Memorandum that outlines particular concerns and challenges to face the very
difficult tasks that are still ahead. In picking some of the big questions that may deserve particular
attention in academic circles I would like to mention the following.

• There still is a very considerable distinction between Gross Domestic Product per capita and Gross
National Disposable Income which was in 2003 estimated to be almost 50% higher mainly due to
sizeable remittances from abroad. How to make available resources more productive for Kosovo
is the obvious question resulting from this.

• Supply of energy power might be the single most important precondition for stepping up domes
tic and foreign investments. The challenge here is to link Kosovo's resources with the regional 
integration potential that currently is being explored.

• The agricultural sector contains much more potential if focus will shift towards agro-processing
and commercial farming interests. Sharing knowledge with experts and institutions abroad is the
task for students that would concentrate on this vital area for future growth.

• Although there has been an increase in private sector activity since 1999, this has not yet trans
lated into a reduction in high unemployment. It is particularly worrisome that many women and 
young people account for a disproportionately high share of the unemployed. This phenomenon
poses also a major problem in other transition economies. It would therefore be very important 
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to join forces in thinking about and acting upon solutions that will add to the hope of many young
people that they could indeed count upon a future in their home area.

In the situation where Kosovo finds itself it is not difficult to mention other issues. Especially the
large groups of people living below the poverty line and the fact that there is a strong correlation
between poverty and minorities are of great concern. Interestingly for the participants of the
Summer University many problems in one or the other way reflect issues that exist in most sur-
rounding countries. The commitment last year by prime ministers from the region to start a Decade
addressing the situation of Roma minorities everywhere is a strong signal in recognizing the com-
mon heritage and challenge. Such commitment also sends a strong message to the audience here
today: there are no unique problems and for that same reason there is no alternative but to try and
find common solutions. Even the "standards before status" condition is not a mantra just invented
for addressing the special situation of Kosovo. It essentially makes the point that basic values and
solid institutions should define the future of citizens as a permanent replacement of past authori-
tarian ruling. Therefore an academic community, meeting to study the merits of the options for
society is the strongest possible method to respond to this revolutionary change in paradigm - in
view of the public interest.

Turning now to broader questions of the future let me just by way of anecdotal evidence mention
a few signs that provide grounds for considerable optimism as to what is possible in the wider
region. Last Friday I visited the port of Rijeka in Croatia in order to look at the plans for a major
modernization of it's distribution capacity that would enable exporters from the Far East to reach
the main part of Europe with their products almost a week earlier than if they would do it via west-
ern European harbors. In Skopje I spoke with the World Bank representative in charge of the trade
and transport facilitation project in South East Europe that is leading to dramatic improvements in
custom procedures and infrastructure utilization in the region - lowering the still considerable
threshold for investors considering their options. Rating agencies recently upgraded Bulgaria's
economy in view of steady progress in liberalizing the economy, privatizing most of the unproduc-
tive state assets and rewarding determined government coordination in leading the transformation
of society. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, in the meantime, a remarkable number of refugees have
returned to live again close by or even with their neighbors, suggesting that the dream of multi-
ethnic living together is pushing back the nightmare of the recent past.

These are just a couple of markers of change, sending the right signals to all sides. Although also
less encouraging experiences could be mentioned, there is no doubt in my mind that a positive bal-
ance is in the making. The start of the procedure for Croatia's accession into the EU underscores
that meeting essential standards of democracy and international justice pave the way for new eco-
nomic perspectives. It should however be recognized that all of this requires enormous efforts to
overcome confrontation, transform rigidities and anchor freedom of speech, of association and of
enterprise into the fundamentals of the new society that is under construction everywhere. It is here
that I see the great value that the students of this Summer University could add. Using the oppor-
tunity of meeting the generation of the leaders of tomorrow this is the moment to reflect about the
trends that will or should dominate the future of states and the lives of citizens. To mention just a
few:

• the values that define nations as part of a broader community
• convergence towards international standards of trade, labor and environmental sustainability
• applying principles of decentralization as the best way to cope with the practice of globalization
• recognizing the rights of minorities at national level as part within a world order where only 

minorities exist and have to co-exist
• promoting the participation of women in political and economic decision-making as an indispen

sable part of reconstructing society on the basis of true equality
• sharing worldwide networks of knowledge and exchange
• the rule of law and the ways and means to ensure that judicial institutions provide justice for all.

When analysts talk or think about the future of the people of the former Yugoslavia usually they pay
much attention to macro-economic or geo-strategic questions. Of course these do matter as
important subjects for analysis and debate. However, eventually it will be the issues that reach
beyond the specific situation and interest of the region that require analysis and action. It is my
hope that the Summer University will allow time for broader reflection, both within and outside the
courses in the coming weeks. This could empower the students of today in their responsibility of
tomorrow to take the lead in making their countries and their citizens look outside, far beyond a
narrow frame of national let alone nationalistic interest. This was the dream of the founders of the
European Union in the early fifties of the 20th century. Still today the Union is remarkably on track
in fulfilling their dream to overcome the bloody battles of the past and to construct institutions that
would frame the common interest. Slovenia, the Baltic countries, Poland and Hungary and the other
new member states having entered mark the ongoing understanding that replacing narrowly
defined interests by broadly shared values is the only way forward. Yet it appears that there is an
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increasing paradox that many citizens who are supposed to be the major beneficiaries are having
troubles to see that this big Europe is really what they believe is serving their interest. As this is a
real concern that should not ignored it puts an enormous challenge to political, economic and cul-
tural leaders who all in a different way do and should carry the process of extending the space for
peace, growth and creative imagination. Therefore it is important that your aspirations and expec-
tations will be heard as loudly as possible as you belong to those who would be assisted most by
joining that process. And it will be equally important that from the other side Europeans do not
repeat their hesitations of the nineties to offer the right support at the necessary moment. Not
falling back into a Union that will close itself from the outside world, but being conscious of its mis-
sion to reach out to an ever increasing number of companion citizens. After all it is very likely that
will happen what often is better observed from the US or from Asia: that French and German or
Dutch and Spanish citizens today are incomparably much closer and even looking alike than ever
before. This can happen here too and it will happen if and when leadership will show the way. 

Let me conclude with the following observation. One of the worrisome signs of lack of confidence
in the future that has plagued Central Europe and the Balkan in the past years is a stagnating or
even decreasing population. Not in the last place many talented people have decided to build their
and their children's future elsewhere. In the US I witness every day how much brains have been
drained from all over the world. Partly this is the inevitable consequence of globalization and there
are many benefits to the world of scientific and professional exchange and competition. However
that is just the bright side. 
We must work more to turn away from the dark side of countries left without people whose brains
and business talents are needed there in the first place. That will surely happen if circumstances
change and the right choices for the future will be made. It can also happen in a manner that recent-
ly has been initiated by expats from the large Armenian community in the US, working in business,
in academia or in international organizations. The think tank that they have started has now entered
into a joint venture with the American University in Jerevan to promote exchange of expertise in the
interest of economic and social progress in Armenia. It is my hope that many of the students at
Pristina's Summer University will be part of similar international ventures that will eventually be of
benefit to all citizens from Zagreb to Skopje, from Sarajevo to Belgrade, from Pristina to Mitrovica. 

History may be turning into the worst at times; the future of history will always be in the hands and
the sense of new generations and therefore could be turned into the best. That is the significance
of the meeting of the minds that can decisively shape a new era. The meeting of the minds that is
the essence of your endeavor during this Summer University. In that endeavor I wish you every suc-
cess."

MARKET IN PEJA
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EUROPE DAY KOSOVO 8  MAY 2004

On the request of the Netherlands Office in Kosovo, the University of Pristina, together with ATA
and the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES), organised a "Europe Day" open lecture day in May 2004. The
main theme was the economic integration of Kosovo in the European Union, with an emphasis on
regional economic cooperation and development. This event comprised five workshops, a lecture
programme and plenary programme as well as various social events. It was attended by 500 stu-
dents, professors, politicians, diplomats and experts from Kosovo, the region (Albania, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Macedonia, Serbia & Montenegro) and the European Union. As such, Europe Day was the
first regional interethnic high profile public event after the violent events of March 2004.

The programme of the day consisted of four parts. The morning featured five inter-active work-
shops for SEE students on the following topics:

1. Regional Lessons Learned on Privatisation
2. The Origins and Development of EU & the Juridical Position of Kosovo 
3. Kosovo and Regional Economic Cooperation"
4. UNMIK Economic Standards
5. How to attract more Foreign Investment in Kosovo

Each of the five workshops was led by a professor from Pristina, a SEE guest lecturer and experts
from Austria, Australia and the Netherlands. Various experts working for international agencies in
Pristina (i.e. UNMIK, KTA) contributed as well. About 150 students from the University of Pristina
actively took part in the workshop programme, as well as 30 students from the wider SEE region.
Each

An afternoon lecture programme presented the results of these workshops to a wider audience,
after which a final plenary featured speeches by high level officials. The final presentation at the
plenary was delivered by a student from the University of Pristina and a student of the University of
Belgrade, who jointly presented a summary of the workshops and their personal impressions. They
emphasized the need for more regional co-operation in improving economic standards for all. Their
presentation sent a strong message that interethnic co-operation is not only highly necessary, but
possible as well. The plenary programme was followed by a reception and a modern art exhibition.
A dinner for regional students, experts & the rectors' staff was organised. The social programme
was concluded with a Europe Party with live music at the ODA-theatre.

A particularly remarkable aspect of Europe Day was the participation of three students and one pro-
fessor of the University of Mitrovica. Their involvement represented a major step forward in the
relation between the two academic communities. It was the first time since the conflict that stu-
dents and professors of the two communities worked together in a university programme.

Several recommendations were made for next year's edition of the EU Day/ Open Lecture Day:

• Europe Day at the University of Pristina should become an annual event;
• Regional participation should again be made a cornerstone of the programme;
• Video-links could be established with Europe Day events in Tirana, Podgorica, Belgrade & Skopje.

In these cities, Europe Day events are organized by the European Movement;
• As the event was co-organised by three partners (UP, ATA, FES), co-ordination problems occurred.

Next year a clearer work-plan with divided responsibilities should remedy this;
• The budget for the day should be increased, especially to enable a stronger regional participation

as well as enable participation of more international speakers.
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ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY OF PRISTINA

The first Faculties and Higher Schools in Kosovo were founded between 1958 and 1969. During this
period they functioned either independently or within the University of Belgrade. The University of
Pristina was founded on 15 February 1970, comprising Faculties of Philosophy, Law and Economics,
Medicine, and Engineering. The Interim University Statute aims at increasing the UP's autonomy and
self-governance. The UP is a member of the CRE. Today, the UP comprises fourteen Faculties and
six external Higher Schools. The educational system in general, and the University of Pristina in par-
ticular, play a critical role in rebuilding Kosovar society by educating qualified professionals and
providing the research data upon which many sectors of society rely. The political developments of
the past decades have intensely affected Kosovo's education system, leaving distinct traces on the
University of Pristina as well. After the conflict of the 1990s, faculty buildings have remained, but
much of the technical and laboratory equipment, as well as literature and teaching aids, were lost
during the crisis. Many professors have sought, full or part-time, employment within international
organisations, because regular university salaries are insufficient. Of the Serbian academic commu-
nity, most have left Kosovo altogether, while those remaining are concentrated in the town of
Mitrovica. The inadequate conditions make it difficult to attain continuity in education and research.
"Brain drain" and international isolation are major problems. The process of integration into the
wider (European) academic network has yet to begin. In a variety of academic fields at the UP, the
need for renewal and expansion is urgent. Substantial injections of funds and expertise are need-
ed to help bring education and research in line with contemporary standards, thus helping to sup-
ply Kosovo with new generations of qualified administrators, political scientists, sociologists, jour-
nalists, and - more generally - critical citizens. For more information about the University of
Pristina, please visit the UP's website at www.uni-pr.edu.
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ABOUT THE ACADEMIC TRAINING ASSOCIATION

The Academic Training Association (ATA) is a not-for-profit academic foundation based at the
University of Amsterdam, with field offices in Pristina and Skopje. Through various academic sup-
port projects, ATA contributes to the restructuring and reform of universities, and thus to process-
es of transition and reconstruction underway in society. Its goal is to always address specific needs
of staff and students as directly as possible, and to gradually transfer project management to the
local beneficiaries. All ATA projects start from three basic principles:

• A demand-driven approach; 
• Encouragement of cross-regional and international long-term academic cooperation; 
• Promotion of local ownership, and the gradual transfer of projects to host institutions.

ATA is an independent and politically neutral organisation. ATA is currently developing academic
support projects in various parts of South-Eastern Europe, including Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia. At the moment the Academic Training Association is
involved in five main projects:

• Continuous support to the University of Pristina in organising PSU 2005-2007 
• The establishment of a Winter University in Macedonia (January 2005);
• Strengthening the Teacher Training capacities of the universities in Afghanistan;
• Introducing ECTS at the seven universities in Bosnia and Herzegovina;
• The establishment of a SEE regional Private Sector Development Programme.

More information on our past, present and future activities can be found at: 
www.academictraining.org.


